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ABSTRACT

CHILD CARE FOR THE 1980's:
TRADITIONAL SEX ROLES OR ANDROGYNY ?

Mary P. Rowe, Ph.D. *

This paper discusses present and future child care arrangements

and their effects on women and children and men. The discussion is in

terms of the effects of sex role differentiation in child care, rather than

of alternative institutions for child care. The paper suggests that sex role

differentiation in child care is cause and symbol of occupational segregation

throughout the American economy.

Because of the effect on occupational segregation, traditional (woman-

oriented) child rearing patterns are found to maintain the wage gap between

men and women, as well as undesirable social and psychological consequences

for men and women. The author believes this to be the case whether child

care occurs at home or in day care. Our traditional patterns of child rear-

ing are also, paradoxically, found to contribute to undermining our families

and to our leaving children too much alone. This paper calls for androgynous

child rearing in the 1980's and suggests some relevant changes in social

po...

%*The author is much indebted to Robert Fein, Ph.D., of McLean Hospital,
for his many insights on men and nurturance; to Joseph Pleck, Ph.D., author
of many papers on men and of a forthcoming M.I.T. Press book on male roles;
and to the Men's Studies Collection at M.I.T. started by Robert Fein and
Joseph Pleck.
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CHILD CARE FOR THE 1980's: TRADITIONAL SEX ROLES OR ANDROGYNY ?

INTRODUCTION: TRADITIONAL SEX ROLES IN CHILD CARE

A young father in Massachusetts recently watched his wife die of

cancer, leaving him and their five young children. Responsible, caring,

grief-stricken, he went to the Welfare Department, planning to quit his

job, goon welfare, and stay at home until the youngest child was in kinder-

garten. ''It is tasteless in our society for a man to stay home’, he was

told. ''We will find foster homes for your children'. The young father

protested, unwilling to lose his children and unwilling for them to lose

him, each other and their home, as well as their mother. His feelings

were finally heard, but not until our traditions about child care had been

vividly dramatized: Responsibility for young children lies with women and

the primary role of women is to be with children (Pope Paul VI, 1976).

In this essay we discuss parenthood and child care from the point of

view of sex-roles rather than of institutions. Many people use the words

"traditional child-care'' in a different way, to mean ''care within the in-

stitution of a nuclear family''. For these people non-traditional care then

means care in an institution different from the nuclear family, say, a

commune or day-care center or a 24-hour state nursery, or a household

following death or divorce, or a lesbian household. I on the other hand,

will use the words "traditional child care'' to mean responsibility for

children and care of young children by women, under circumstances where

men would find it difficult to care for those children and where only women
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would be comfortable doing so in our society. Thus, day care and 24-

hour state centers, foster care, care by divorcees, and lesbian house-

holds might all be "traditional child care', in my sense, if the female

child carers perceive themselves to be constrained by sex-role stereotypes

so powerful that neither they, nor would-be male child carers, have

the freedom to negotiate who will care for the children.

By the same token, androgynous child care, according to the de-

finitions of this paper, might occur in families, centers and other in-

stitutions, and occurs wherever both men and women have equal options

to negotiate with themselves and each other who will care for children.

(Of course there is a shading, from tradition toward androgyny, along a

continuum where women and men experience different degrees of options,

which may vary by age of child, or family income, or other individual

circumstance. )

This paper discusses present-day child care arrangements, and

some consequences of our present arrangements. The negative con-

sequences of traditional arrangements are seen as part and parcel of

the negative consequences of American sex role stereotypes as a whole.

The paper concludes with discussion of further androgynous options for

parents and what is needed to support those options in terms of laws

and of human attitudes.

PRESENT-DAY CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS

About four-fifths of American households with children under 14

are in nuclear family form (Unco, 1976). 1 (I estimate however that
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about half of American children in the 1980's will live for some part of

their childhood with a single parent or in some other non-nuclear family

arrangement.) About 90% of all households with children under 14 now

use some kind of care (other than the mother in her own home) at some

time in a given week; more than half use care more than an hour per

week; about a quarter use a child care arrangement ten or more hours per

week; about an eighth use care thirty or more hours per week.

The main types of care are relatives in one's own or another home,

or a non-relative in one's own home or another home. Day care centers,

cooperative programs, nursery and pre-schools, and before and after

school programs, together comprise only a maximum of a tenth of all

arrangements. About two-thirds of all households pay no cash for child

care, but many arrangements are reimbursed in kind; only about a tenth

of all arrangements are considered ''free’’.

Multiple arrangements are very common, with over half of all care-

using households reporting the father as a regular, supplementary care-

taker, three-tenths regularly using an older sibling and an eighth regularly

leaving children alone, in addition to the relatives and non-relatives and

formal care reported above as "main types of care''. Hours that children

are in school are also an important ''child care arrangement’ for two-

ninths of all children under 14.

Of interest to the present discussion, we find fathers estimated as

fewer than ten per cent of all ''main types'' of child care, but they are



clearly "helping out'' significantly, as noted above. How much are

men becoming involved in child care? There is scattered evidence

of the importance of men as child carers in some specific groups of

the population. For instance, among the families of professional

psychologists, roughly a sixth to a quarter of the care of the children

is reported to be by husbands (with non-spouse arrangements on the

same order of magnitude and mothers caring for children 60 to 70 per

cent of the time) (Brysons, et al, 1976). The Michigan Survey Re-

search Center study of five thousand American families is also re-

ported to have found many men comparably engaged in child care,

And about 8% of all children under 18, who were re-

ported living in non-nuclear families, were in non-nuclear families

headed by a male, in 1974 (BLS, 1974).

On the other hand, time budget studies of several years ago show-

ed that employed mothers spent seven to ten hours more per week on total

work and work-related activities (including commuting, homemaking,

child care and paid employment), than did employed fathers (Holmstrom,

1972; Walker, 1970; Szalai, ed., 1973). 2 And the "extra time devoted

by employed mothers was predominantly in child care and homemaking.

Moreover there is some reason to believe that fathers, on the

average, got more sleep and had more time in leisure activities than

did mothers, (Harris Poll, 1970; Szalai, ed., 1973). The mothers, in

fact, appeared to get less than optimal sleep on a regular basis. (Szalai,

ed. , 1973),
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Some evidence has indicated that the amount of time spent by

employed fathers, on child care and homemaking, depended primarily

on what these men were otherwise doing; it did not depend very much

on whether the mother had a paid job or on the number of children

in the family (Walker, 1970). On the other hand, some studies appear

to indicate that husbands/fathers have performed a little more house-

work and child care when wives/mothers are employed, the increase

usually expressed as an increase in the percent of total homemaking

taken on by the husband. (Hoffman and Nye, eds., 1974). My own ex-

perience also indicates that many women believe this is the case. How-

ever, I now believe . that the major shift that occurs when a wife/mother

takes a paid job, is that the total amount of family-work time drops

very sharply [by half to a third (Walker, 1970)] and that because the

husband's family-work time stays nearly the same, he is doing a larger

proportion of the homemaking.

On the basis of my clinical experience I believe there may also be

a shift in type of work performed by husbands (from less urgent to more

urgent), Moreover, the standard’ deviation in amount of family work performed

by all husbands may be rising. That is, I believe more husbands may be doing

either less family work because of moonlighting, or more, because of

a shift toward androgyny by younger men, while the "average amount of

family work performed by 'all husbands' '' has risen only a little in the

1¢C
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Of course these statistics on child care arrangements tell us

nothing certain about the attitudes of the child carers and the extent

to which they are or feel constrained by sex-role stereotyping. But

we find fathers as primary care givers (as distinguished from being

regular supplementary care-takers) for only a few

per cent of American children and mothers as the primary care givers

for nearly half of all US children. Moreover, most mothers retain

basic responsibility for children most of the time, and seven-eighths

of all households use non-maternal care only 30 hours per week or less,

out of the 168 hours in a week (Unco, 1976). It is easy therefore to

hypothesize that serious sex-role stereotyping with respect to children

is very important in the US.

Comparable statistics do not exist for other countries. We know

that in predominantly rural areas of the world, that it is usually women

who care for children, at home or at work, and usually together with

other women, or that older children care for younger children under the

eye of a nearby adult. In other industrialized nations more like our own,

sex-role differentiation appears to be as common as in the United States.

In at least eighteen other nations with time budget surveys, patterns are

reported similar to those in the US. (Roby, 1975; Szalai, ed., 1973).

In the Soviet Union, top government officials will say ''we believe

women to be better suited to child care'’; Soviet fathers are kept out of

maternity hospitals, have no paternity leave the first year of their child's
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life and practically no men are involved in the day-to-day formal care

that affects perhaps 40% of Soviet urban pre-schoolers. (Rowe, 1975).

In China (Sidel, 1972) and in Israel (Gerson, 1971) comparable sex-

role differentiation obtains. Thus even where widespread child care

systems are available, they are traditional according to my view, and

tend to maintain the women-with-children stereotype.

Only in the United States and Scandinavia do we find significant,

if small, proportions of men involved in formal child care. And only

in Scandinavia and Cuba have top government leaders systematically

asserted equal rights for men in the home and with children, and equal

sharing with women of social responsibility for reproducing and socializing

the human species. No where does that equal sharing appear yet to

have taken place.

Support for traditional practices and policies has generally rested on two

grounds. First, it is asserted, women are biologically better able to

care for children, and men are hormonally and morphologically better

able to support a family. 3 Secondly, it is asserted that a whole socio-

economic system has been erected on the basis of the biological

differences, and that this system is a good thing, because sex-role

differentiation has been effective and efficient in getting done the work

of the world. It is my point of view that differences in child-rearing

capabilities and requirements formerly did mean that women were

better adapted to child care, but that biological differences with respect

to parenting no longer have much meaning in this era of ZPG, planned
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parenthood and bottle feeding. Hormonal and morphologic differences

in men may also have meant that males were in some societies better

providers, in an age of hunting and frontier life. I believe this is not

generally true in our services-oriented economy, where cooperation

and human organization are so exceptionally important. I believe that

the traditional social and economic sex-role differentiation is no longer

helpful to industrialized society and that androgyny offers a more

effective and humane system for child care as well as for other

employment.

WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF PRESENT-DAY
CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS?

A. EFFECTS ON CHILDREN

Many experts in recent years have surveyed the evidence concerning

the effect on children of different child care arrangements. Extensive

and exhaustive, these reviews regularly conclude that stable, responsive,

consistent care is important, indeed critical, to young children. Recent

studies also conclude that care of this nature can be delivered by a variety

of different kinds of people, men and women, teenager and grandparent,

single and multiple attachment figures, in a variety of settings, (Fein,

1974; Howell, 1973; Kotelchuck, 1972; Talbot, ed., 1976). While

questions have been raised about the effect of 24-hour care on children

in institutions (Bowlby, 1951), in kibbutzim (Bettelheim, 1970) or in 24-

hour centers in the Soviet Union (Rowe, 1975), or of too much violent

television, by and large it is very difficult to demonstrate long-term
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effects on children from any kind of non-abusive care and education

arrangement (Rowe, 1974a; White, et al, 1972). The public consensus

in the United States also appears to be swinging toward a belief that

child care may help socialize children, especially those in small

families, (Morgan, 1975; Unco, 1976) and that parental employment

and child care may make children more independent. It seems reason-

able to conclude that many types of arrangements are suitable for

children, where the environment is safe and supportive and there are

consistent, warm, responsive, stable attachment figures as caretakers.

(Talbot, ed., 1976).

On the other hand, numerous observers believe that families need

more support (Howell, 1976; Talbot, ed., 1976), that children are

happier when they see more of their fathers, (Green, 1976), and

that children might be happier with several different parental figures

to turn to instead of depending exclusively on over-worked, isolated

mothers (Howell, 1976). And many people are deeply concerned by the

number of children under ten who are now regularly left alone or

who are in abusive care situations---numbers which may total ten per

cent or more of our young children.

B. EFFECTS ON WOMEN AND MEN

Our traditions about women and children bring great joy and happiness

to many men and women. Others have for decades ignored the traditions,

equally happily. Still others were brought up in different traditions, where
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women shared financial responsibility and/or men shared in all nurturance

activities; many of these people and their families have also thrived.

There are many women and men however who are not happy either

ignoring the modal tradition or living within it. And still others are

happy for years with traditional sex roles and then feel constrained and

confined and frustrated and bewildered. In this discussion we will con-

centrate on the difficulties with traditional roles with respect to child

care since we are concerned mainly with providing options. (Androgyny

includes people being free to behave traditionally, so options are more

available than in a traditional setting where only the ordinary sex roles

are appropriate.) The ensuing discussion presents what I see as negative

consequences of our present child care arrangements. In a larger sense

these consequences are due to the whole pattern of sex role stereotyping

rather than just to child care. And, as we noted above, there may be

several reasons why sex role differentiation occurred in the first place.

At present however, I believe child care arrangements have come to

symbolize all the reasons for sex roles; they are perhaps the most

powerful remaining institutionalization of our stereotypes. It is in

this sense then that I present some consequences of sex role differentiat-

ion in the context of consequences of child care arrangements.

TheSense of Separateness of Menand Women

The presumption that children and family were women's work has, I

believe, led through our early socialization patterns to an extraordinary
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segregation of most men's lives from most women's lives, especially

in industrialized societies. In my own work I am continually impressed

by the extent to which men and women do not understand each other's

experience.

More damaging yet is the frequent presumption that, at base, men

and women cannot ultimately understand each other or live the same life~-

style. Liberal men will often support the entrance of women into, say,

engineering. But then, if someone asks about men in child care, this same

liberal may ask, ''But could men really take care of children as well as

women ?'' The Soviet Union and China assert complete equality for

women. These countries have, however, desegregated only lower and

middle level ''male'’ occupations, leaving child care, homemaking (and

top-policy positions) as segregated as ever. Conservative--and radical--

women also often speak as if only women could care for children. We

are all accustomed to hearing very conservative women speak this way

but it is sometimes as true for radical women. Revolutionary feminists

deplore the oppression of women which may result from women's tra-

ditional child care responsibilities. But then some radical feminists

turn to discussion of gestation in test tubes, and child care in 24-hour

day care centers, in a way which appears by exclusion to accept the notion

that fathers and children might damage each other's lives. In other

words, some feminists reject the oppression of individual women, but

then turn to day care (provided largely by women), as if it were an im-

provement. Some improvement may in fact occur; the care takers are
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usually paid, (at low rates), and sometimes have each other to talk with,

but the traditional sex-role pattern obtains.

Another result of traditional thinking is that large numbers of men

and women, including, sadly, some parents, have concluded that children

and/or child care are too much for them (as distinguished from those who

limit their families for idealistic reasons). For example, Ann Landers

recently reported that 70% of 10, 000 parents who wrote her about having

children, reported that they ''would not do it again'. And a recent Gallup

Poll reported that one in ten of all mothers, randomly surveyed, regretted

having children’ (McCall's, 1975),

Loneliness

Present child care arrangements are lonely for many parents. Isolated

mothers and paid caretakers are often lonely; men who commute and moon-

light and do not see their families are often lonely. Marriages where

one spouse is a homemaker, working 99 hours per week, and the other

w orks overtime or moonlights up to 80-90 hours per week, are hard on

communications. The disproportionate numbers of depressed young

mothers (Radloff, 1975) illuminate the sadness of spouses with not

enough chance to be with those they love.

Moreover, in many of the shared parenting arrangements that now

exist, the parents both work full time in paid jobs, with one or both,

(often the father), in charge of the children during hours when the

parent(s) should be sleeping. (Of course the children may then also be
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sleeping). Here the parents share care, sometimes at the price of

sleep. However since our society as a whole is set up for paid workers

without child care responsibilities (with fixed working hours and few 1/2

and 3/4 jobs), the parents may be able to earn two incomes only by

staggering their work hours. This means that in many two-job families

one parent is with the children primarily when the children are asleep,

and also that the parents have little waking or sleeping time together.

Loneliness exacts a high price. There can be a sense of desperation

and resentment when a spouse alone must care for a sick child or a

rebellious child; there can be a sense of desperation and resentment

when a spouse alone must face a lay-off, or middle-age without fulfillment.

Sexual relationships suffer acutely when spouses are lonely.

Financial Difficulties

Families with one wage earner are less secure than those where there

are two. A single wage earner is under more pressure to succeed,

to compete, to have to travel, to stay at a hated job in order to survive

unemployment. A second wage earner provides a buffer, so his/her

spouse may change jobs, or train or retrain. A widowed or divorced spouse

without labor force experience faces a very bleak world, financially and

psychologically. So also do the homemaker parents whose children have

grown, who have no further identity to turn to. Finally at any given time

we would have many millions more families on welfare, if both spouses

were not in paid employment. Two wage earners obviously have a much
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better chance to provide a reasonable standard of living for them-

selves and their children.

Deprivation from Nurturance

Each parent faces a significant chance of widowhood or divorce.

Most young men face single parenthood without enough training for the

task and without equal rights to custody and child companionship and

support.

Less often recognized is the gross deprivation of most men even

where there is no widowhood or divorce. Too rarely, but occasionally,

we deplore the spectre of men governing out nation, who have never taken

care of a child, or an aged parent, or a pet, or even a plant. Occasionally,

if much too rarely, we take note of the fact that modern managers and

modern foremen need to be nurturant, sensitive and patient at least as

much as they need to be aggressive, brave and tough. We see this per-

haps most clearly as we view with concern a generation of women who

might become managers without being socialized to take care of other

peop.e.

It is extremely rare for us to discuss in public what it means for in-

dividual men to be cut off from children and other direct, personal nurturant

activities. The belief that men may reasonable spend their lives without

the right or expectation of direct caretaking may lead to a variety of

damage. One knows many men who do not physically or emotionally take

care of themselves; who lose much of their joy in life by being cut off
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from their feelings; who suffer considerably in childhood, adolescence

and manhood by competing with other males; who have essentially lost

the sense of meaning and continuity of life by being cut off from aged

parents and children, by being sanitized at every turn, from human emotion.

The sense of separateness and loneliness, bad as they are, seem to me

mild, comparedwith the destruction of self involved in our cutting off

many men from their nurturant selves and their caring potential.

Work Satisfaction; LeisureSatisfaction

Analyses of work satisfaction indicate that some people value work

for the process of working, some for the product, some for the re-

muneration, some for work-group relations. Some value status, the

chance for creativity, the sense of autonomy over one's work. Joy in

leisure time activities is similarly related.

In traditional families each parent has only one work arena to seek

satisfaction, friends, status, a sense of identity and a sense of challenge

and growth. If the home environment or the paid work enviroment happens

to provide the right processes, products, remuneration, friends, status,

creativity and autonomy for the parents assigned to that environment,

all is well. But for many people having only one work arena provides a

severe sense of constraint. Leisure activities are often similarly con-

strained. Moreover the inequity of work-status and leisure-activity

status between husband and wife in traditional families, means it is hard

for many to maintain the love and comradeship which flourish between
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Finally, just the presumption that each individual will conform to

the requirements of a stereotyped and arbitrary role is felt by many to

be very constricting. This feeling has probably become more pronouned

in recent years. In a simple society, role differentiation still permitted

a wide range of expression. In the specializations of industrialism, much

of this range was lost, so role requirements have become for many

people much more constraining, and are felt by many to be destructive to

individuals.

Economic and Educational Discrimination Against Women

Of all the difficulties caused by and symbolized by traditional child

care patterns perhaps the best understood is economic discrimination

against women. Discrimination against women is often alleged to occur

with respect to education, job recruitment, promotion, benefits, work

ambiance and the wage gap (unequal pay). The index of sex inequality

most frequently cited is the wage gap between men and women; women

on the average earn less than 60% of men's wages. Because the wage

gap between men and women is easily quantified it is the most easily

analyzed indicator of sex discrimination. Economists interested in

discrimination often begin with some estimate of wage gaps and then

seek to explain these gaps by controlling for education, years of ex-

perience, entrance into given occupations, and promotional patterns,

thereafter assigning any residual gap to 'pure'' or direct discrimination.

Many feminists look upon these studies as analyzing indirect discrim-
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ination in order to isolate direct discrimination.

How much of gross wage gaps can be attributed directly or indirectly

to sex role differentiation in child care, as distinguished from sex role

differentiation in general ? Here again as with the rest of the discussion

above, we cannot be sure exactly what part of discrimination is caused

by, and what is symbolized by, differentiation in roles with respect to

child care. We do know that, on the average, single women and childfree

women have done better with respect to education, labor force part-

icipation, promotions and wages. And we know that these ''success’

patterns are in general reversed for men, who typically thrive

better when married and with children. But we do not know enough about

selection factors (what kind of women choose to remain childfree) or

about indirect discrimination (what kind of women do men prefer to

promote and pay well, other things being equal). And economists dis-

agree on exactly how to analyze the gross wage gaps. Thus there is no

exact one-to-one evidence on the discriminatory importance of sex roles

in child care. On the other hand we do know some of the broad outlines

of the effect of child care patterns and how they may affect economic

discrimination.

To begin with, many economists believe that a large part of the

wage gap between men and women can be explained by occupational

segregation, (Kahne, 1975). Women are in general found in certain

occupations which are in general paid rather low wages or not at all.
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Systematically low wages in "womens" occupations are variously

explained by ''crowding', '"tastes'' and human capital theory. "Crowding"

is thought to result in lower wages for women because women have unequal

access to many jobs. This produces a crowding of women into a few

occupations such that their average productivity in these few occupations

is lower than that of men in other occupations (Bergmann, 1974). The

"tastes'' argument suggests that employers and consumers simply "don't

like" women in certain jobs or "assume they are inferior’ and there-

fore discriminate against them, (Arrow, 1972; Phelps, 1972). Both

of these arguments would suggest that there is a psychological reason

for denying women access to well-paying positions. Human capital

theory suggests that women are on the average paid less than men

because they are less productive and that they are less productive

primarily because they are less well educated and trained (Mincer and

Polachek, 1974). All of these theories find justification in empirical

studies.

In addition to wage gaps produced by occupational segreation, most

economists agree that part of the gross wage gap can be explained by

differences in real and expected labor force participation: hours per

week, weeks per year, years per lifetime. 4 But most now agree that these

differences are less important than those rooted in occupational segregation.

And most also agree that straight forward unequal pay for equal work

is of only minimal importance.

How do our traditional expectations about child care lead to wage
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gaps? One may raise hypotheses all along the line, with respect to

each theory above. Some have suggested that crowding and ''discrimin-

atory tastes'' arise in part from a desire by males to compensate for

not being able to gestate or nurse: babies. This theory suggests that

men have more need than women to create and control outside the family,

and that they have a signal fear of competing directly with women

because of a primitive fear that they cannot really compete, with respect

to creation (Rowe, 1974b).

With respect to human capital theory, many have suggested that the

reason that women ask for and are permitted less education and less

valuable training is that they need less education because their chief

role is to marry and have children. In the nineteenth century, prolonged

study was widely believed too strenuous for female anatomy and also likely

to weaken a woman's reproductive capabilities. Although higher education

is no longer considered damaging to motherhood it is still widely con-

sidered unnecessary for mothers. Child care responsibilities, and the

presumption that women would have full responsibility for children, still

directly interfere with equal educational opportunities for women.

During the 1970's, in the course of my work in and around universities

in New England, I remember many very direct statements on this subject.

For example there was the admissions committee professor at a pro-

fessional school who would admit women only if they ''promise to stay

celibate here''. Many educational institutions have only recently permitted

pregnant women to continue to study. Many others still do not have reason-
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able provisions for part-time graduate work and residencies, for young

parents.

By the same token, we still find daily stories of women asked in re-

cruitment interviews about their family plans and contraception, of women

not offered jobs or promotions or raises because of presumptions about

their family life.

To the (relatively minor) extent that hours per week, weeks per

year and years per lifetime are important in explaining the wage gap,

it is easy to see a very direct connection between our traditional child

care arrangements and labor force participation. With mothers in the

paid labor force typically working a much longer total work week than

fathers, it is easy to understand the direct conflict between paid and un-

paid work.

Another area of economic discrimination where the relationship

between labor force participation and traditional child care is very direct

has to do with benefits--health care, vacations, pensions, Social

Security. Adequate benefits coverage for men is yet far to seek, but for

women the situation is much worse. Women produce nearly 30% of

family incomes; GNP would rise by another estimated 20% if the unpaid

work of women were included in GNP. Yet millions of women are without

adequate health care, without vacation time, without appropriate pensions.

This happens partly because much part-time work carries no benefits, be-

cause unpaid work in the home carries no direct benefits, because women

as mothers have been considered their husband's dependents, and because
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of the wage gap discussed above, which means women's benefits, where

they exist, are often lower. All of these facts follow quite directly from

the traditional vision of women as child carers.

Another and similar economic problem concerns our inadequate in-

come tax deductions for child care. Money paid for child care should be

reckoned as a business expense, which means it would be subtracted before

the estimation of taxable income. Instead, and probably partly because

child care is traditionally not paid for, we have an inadequate deduction

which constitutes another economic discrimination.

Finally, as we consider economic discrimination, the subtle im-

portance of traditional child care may be much greater than we know.

(Rowe, 1976). To the extent that women and men maintain the image

of women as dependent child carers, (despite the fact that women in

paid and unpaid employment might actually account for about 50% of a

properly reckoned GNP), it is easier for us all unconsciously to dis-

criminate against women in paid work (and men in unpaid work).

In addition the woman whose total work experience has been in un-

paid work may herself have a poor idea what she is "worth''. As she

considers paid work, she may have a tendency to think in terms of her

"next best'' (or "fall back'') occupation, which is, to be paid nothing in

direct wages. Women like this, and men too, may think of her work as

"not worth very much'', and by extension the work of all women may

seem not to be worth very much. 5 Where "all women'' can be imagined

to be restricted to 'murturance', it is easier to think of women as all

alike; one need not then worry about rewards to individual productivity.
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As we consider our own homemaking and child care, which usually

have no direct price, some may consider these activities to be "worth"

very little, others may consider them 'priceless'. Many people in

fact argue eloquently that no financial figure can approach the value

of human care; they would hate to see all caretaking paid for. I find this

feeling easily understandable. However I believe that if most nurturance

is not to be cash paid it should generally be shared equally between men

and women. One can, in other words, believe in the value of child

care and all nurturant activities without accepting systematic economic

and educational discrimination against women. In fact it is the premise

of this article that one can believe in children and child care, without all

of the separateness, loneliness, financial insecurity, deprivation from

nurturance, work and leisure dissatisfactions and discrimination which

are at present part of our inheritance from traditional sex roles.

What About Day Care?

We have argued that traditional child care may not now be ideal for

children and parents and families. Many people, faced with these feelings,

advocate universal child care external to the home, available 24 hours

per day, and subsidized by government on a sliding fee scale basis.

Excellent child care would certainly speak to the needs of many

children, especially those now left alone, the malnourished, the rat-

bitten, the abused. Provision of better care for all children would

directly improve the lives of a fourth of our population for a fifth of

their lives. It would rescue at least ten percent of our children from
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conditions that we ought to consider intolerable.

With respect to parents, the availability of excellent care would

certainly alleviate some of the loneliness and much of the financial in-

security we discussed above. It is an absolute necessity for the tenth

of all parents who are single, especially if they work outside the home.

However day care delivered on a traditional, woman-oriented basis,

as it is now, might not do much to alleviate the sense of separateness

between men and women, the deprivation from nurturance, the work

dissatisfactions, and economic discrimination. In fact, on balance, our

present day care arrangements probably contribute as much to traditional

stereotypes as they do to provide options. In particular, the employment

of women in paid as well as unpaid child care arrangements probably

substantiates the occupational segregation which is the strongest source

of economic discrimination.

Full time day care, on the average about 8.5 hours a day, 42.5 hours

per week, probably also causes some feelings of deprivation for some

parents. It seems probable that if they had optimal choices, many

parents would prefer to be able to take somewhat more care of their

children than is the case with full time day care.

In summary of sections above, we have reviewed paid and unpaid U.S.

child care arrangements, which suggest a strong sex role differentiation

of the work and joy involved in having children. This author believes that

this differentiation is one major factor in maintaining all other attributes of

sex roles. More options with respect to child care, and new socialization
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patterns for both sexes, toward caring for children and others, might

make a major difference in the quality of life for adults and children.

This leads us to a discussion of androgyny.
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ANDROGYNY AND CHILD CARE

Androgyny means that how people spend their time should be in-

fluenced primarily by skills and interests, not by gender. It would

mean that men and women would equally share financial responsiblity,

child care and home making responsibilities.

Equal sharing of responsibility would not necessarily mean that

men and women would exactly divide the laundry and the diapers and

the bills. Rather, there would be a social and legal presumption that

performance of these duties would be negotiated between spouses, on a

continuous, life-time basis, with equal moral rights and responsibilities.

The theoretical basis of androgyny is the proposition that both

men and women have both'''masculine'’ and ''feminine'' potential with

regard to character development (where ''masculine'’ is taken in the

traditional sense of ''instrumental'' and ''feminine'' in the traditional

sense of ''nurturant''.) There is no presumption that individuals

should (or could) all be alike, but that everyone has some nurturant

and some instrumental potential.

In individual instances, of course, an androgynous society would

support responsible childlessness and full-time homemakers that were

female, as well as male. But the society as a whole would be set up

to support male and female parents as wage-earners and male and female

wage-earners as parents, in whatever responsible patterns spouses

might choose.
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Let us take the example of a young couple with the modal one or

two children. In a society which supported young parents to work in

1/2-3/4 time paid jobs, the family would receive one, or one and a

half salaries. Suppose both parents worked thirty hours a week in

paid jobs. Suppose further that they used child care ten to twenty

hours per week including evening babysitting and that otherwise they

split child care responsibilities. They would each get to know the

children and the skills of homemaking and they would have a chance

to spend some time alone together.

With respect to our list of concerns in the section above about

the effects of child care arrangements, androgynous spouses would have

a much keener sense of each other's lives. The ''learned helplessness’

of each sex toward the other's role, might generally disappear. Spouses

who intimately shared responsibilities might feel much less taken for

granted and much less lonely. One can imagine women being very supportive

of a spouse's need to relax after the office and men who no longer

dropped laundry on the floor.

Family financial security would grow, along with family incomes,

since lifetime earnings and one's ability to find and keep a job depend

much more on continuous years in the labor force than on hours per week.

Promotions might come one to three years later for a typical worker

who took a 3/4 time job while the children were small. However if the

typical worker shared family responsibilities with a spouse, who also

worked 3/4 time in a paid job throughout the years of young parenthood,
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each could expect much higher life time earnings than if he or she dropped

out for family responsibilities. Thus the expected later promotions per-

mit much higher (and more secure) family earnings. We would expect that

the quality of life for many people would rise, as they gained another

arena for friends, status , productivity, and self image. Both spouses

would have one work area at home where there is considerable

autonomy over one's work. Women might gain more sleep; men might

gain more options for self-expression and a respite from competition.

Spouses left alone, through death or divorce, would be likely to

survive in both paid work and family life. Men who equally

cared for their children would have, in practice, more rights with respect

to custody and visitation. One can imagine that retirement from child

raising and paid work would be much more comfortable, under circumstances

where both spouses had a wider range of skills and interests. Mid-life

crises might also be less severe, with a wider range of options offered

by two sets of skills and two incomes in the family.

With respect to discrimination one may imagine that many of the

direct sources of wage and promotional inequality might disappear in

an androgynous society.

&amp;— Both men and women would have equal access to education, training

and jobs. Many couples might choose to share family responsibilities

so completely that neither spouse ever dropped out of school or job

for family reasons. Other couples might choose to have one or the other
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spouse a full-time homemaker for a period of time. Nationally, how-

ever, we might expect androgynous socialization and work patterns to

produce a random distribution of men and women as full time homemakers.

By the same token, sex-based wage differences now attributable to

mobility, years of experience and hours per week in the paid labor force

would also disappear as men and women began to spend their time in

similar ways.

The physiological bases for work differentiation seem already much

muted. Some jobs requiring great strength might remain forever

disproportionately male. These however seem unlikely to produce national

wage gaps between men and women. If there are hormonal differences

of significant importance to work aggressiveness, these may persist.

But we will not know to what extent, if at all, they are important until

we have offered boys and girls equal options in cooperation and assertive-

ness. One may guess from cross-cultural studies that culture is

enormously important and may ''wash out’ whatever minor hormonal

differences exist.

Motivational differences between men and women (whatever they are)

might be expected to have less and less effect on sex based wage and

promotion gaps. Men who cared directly for children and others, would

find gestation and nursing much less important thanlifetime nurturance. Such

men might conceivably be somewhat less driven to create (and to destroy).

Women, on the other hand, knowing they would share financial responsibility,

might work harder to be recruited, paid and promoted appropriately.
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What would happen to the concentration and perseverance required

for extraordinary intellectual, scientific, artistic achievement? One

may guess that some people will always choose to stay single and/or

childless. Others will find supportive spouses or communes or other

family. Many will simply postpone achievement for a year or several

years. In any case, the achievements will come to both men and women.

What of total social productivity? Is is true one must be young to

innovate? Would the total number of innovations drop? There is some

reason to believe that extraordinary scientific achievements now occur within

several years of taking on new intellectual problems, rather than

necessarily to young people (Tobias, 1975). (Inearlier times, with short

life expectancies and little accumulated knowledge and no information

retrieval, genius may have been associated with youth. )

In modern times, genius often requires extensive teamwork, many

building block experiments, and then a new look. It is not at all clear

that having men and women in part-time work for several years would

jeopardize creative break throughs over a lifetime; indeed many very

innovative people have waxed and waned in creativity several times

throughout a lifetime.

What probably is very important, from the point of view of social

productivity, is that intellectual, artistic and social genius find options

to flower. If we imagine for example, that scientific, artistic, and caring

potential are randomly distributed to males and females, then we could

nearly double the incidence of scientific, artistic and human achievements

by opening all occupations to both sexes. Moreover, while some kinds
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of achievements seem to require a lifelong, even celibate concentration,

other kinds of work seem to require some relief from concentration. Thus

children keep some people sane for the laboratory or factory, and the factory

or laboratory keeps them sane for the children.

Finally, from the point of view of social productivity, we may discover

that androgyny provides us with a more caring world. B Supposing more

women, socialized to nurturance and cooperation, get into influential

jobs? And suppose we also socialize our young males to expect to care

for children and others? Might we see a re-ordering of values governance

and management ?

This article makes no pretense to the notion that sex role: differentiation

causes all evil and that androgyny will iron out all pain. If sexism begins

to disappear, perhaps we will become caring enough to eliminate racism

and other forms of human violence as well, but it seems likely that we will

move only slowly at best. Some androgynous couples will divorce, and

some men and women will be as miserable with more options as they were

with fewer. There may also be children who would flourish more seeing

their parents less. But on balance one may believe that freeing all humans!’

to share in child care on a part-time basis may bring more happiness to

children and adults. Children will have a greater chance to be with some-

one who wants to be with them; both children and adults will be. free to

explore their caring and inventive selves.
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SOCIAL POLICIES IN SUPPORT OF ANDROGYNY

Present-day androgynous couples often find it difficult to combine

paid work and family life in an equitable manner. One would therefore

recommend changes in social policies which would make it easier for

parents to share the responsibilities and advantages of home and paid work.

The first and most basic legal and social change should clearly be the

Equal Rights Amendment to the constitution. No other single change would

be more likely to permit protection of males as nurturant parents as well

as protection of women in public life.

With respect to the organization of paid work in our society, many

changes are needed. First there should be a reconsideration of what is

meant by "full-time work''. At a time of structural as well as cyclical

unemployment, it seems reasonable to ask whether full-time work should

be redefined as 30 to 35 hours per week. This alone would permit

young parents more time to share child care as well as spreading the work

of the nation.

Part-time work (part-day, part-week or part-year work) needs systematic

support for both sexes. Discrimination against part-time workers, in terms

of promotion and benefits, should be forbidden. Benefits should be prorated,

including pensions. In general we should take those steps which support

"bumpy '' career ladders, so that parents may work longer and shorter work

weeks, depending on stage in the life cycle. Mandated seniority and pro-

motional patterns, in union contracts and tenure ladders for instance,
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should take account of periods of part-time work. At least 10% of

government jobs should be set aside for part-time workers.

Employers have not traditionally been enthusiastic about the extra

expense of extra sets of paper work involved in hiring proportionately

more (part-time) workers. However I believe we need extensive research

to see whether productivity per hour may not be higher for part-time

workers. It may be that in many jobs part-time workers (more than)

repay the extra expense involved in having proportionately more people.

We need many more flexible time jobs. Some employers can adopt

the system whereby all employees may choose (sometimes for set periods

of time) to come in between 7 a.m. and 10 a.m., to leave between 3 p.m.

and 6 p.m. Others may wish to designate only certain jobs, for flexible

time of a standard type, or individually designed.

Some jobs can be designated for people who need flexible, short-term

leaves of absence. For instance we need more 'undertime'' jobs where-

by employees can agree to accept 2%, 4% or 6% less salary, on a pro-

rated basis, in return for five, ten or fifteen days leave of absence on

a planned, approved and voluntary basis.

One important structure to support part-time and flexible-hour jobs

is a well-run posting system within organizations. A posting system

means all job openings are widely advertised for a certain period of time

within a given organization. Supervisors describe the job opening, including

a description of whether a job can be part-time, a shared appointment, a
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flexible-hours and/or an undertime job. Such posting systems also

serve the purpose of supporting career development and perhaps should

be mandated by law or fostered by tax incentives.

In times of economic prosperity employers have been reluctant to

institute work structures supportive of family life. However, with high

turnover, worker discontent and budget crunches, many employers are

considering shortened work weeks and flexible hiring plans as a way to

raise productivity and cut costs. Undertime and part-year jobs in part-

icular offer a chance to plan leaves of absence during work lulls; well-run

posting systems help to alleviate the pain of retrenchment while helping

protect long term employees.

Parental leave needs further change in most American firms. We

should consider the parental insurance systems of Sweden, whereby

parents have a right to paid leave up to seven months after a birth; (they

can divide the time between them). We should further consider the Swedish

system of parental sick leave for children's illnesses. At a minimum,

maternity leave should be treated as a temporary disability, (with the

possibility of extended disability). This minimum improvement should

also include unpaid leave for either parent (after maternity leave ends),

up to six months post-partum, and the right to use some days of personal

sick leave for children's illnesses, for children under twelve.

Further changes should include reform of child labor and insurance

laws so children can work (paid or unpaid) in non-exploitative apprenticeships.

Our present segregation of children under age 16 from many work places
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has the effect of keeping age groups unnecessarily apart. We also need

changes in Social Security so that people over 65 can legally continue to

work and earn, so that more grandparents are available to more children.

The definition of work itself needs change. If unpaid homemaking and

child care by full time homemakers were reckoned into the GNP, and de-

fined as "'work'', we might pave the way for redefinitions of Social Security,

welfare, pensions and other benefits. If Social Security vested in-

dividually in all responsible (paid and unpaid) workers, it would be easier

for both men and women to consider full-time homemaking, without all

the present risks to displaced (abandoned, divorced and widowed) home-

makers. If child rearing were seen as socially constructive work, AFDC

would become payment for child care, with attendant benefits and pensions,

akin to military service, military benefits and military retirement. More-

over if full-time homemakers were seen as responsible workers, socially

as worthwhile as military employees, we would have a stronger theoretical

reason for a universal health plan for all Americans.

Changes in the tax laws could also help family programs. Further tax

write-offs to employers, for family support structures, (like the child care

center write-offs), are badly needed. Work and training-related child care

expenses should be a business expense for income tax purposes, and

should also be allowed where payments are made to (non-spouse) relatives.

Work and training-related child care allowances should be automatic for

families earning incomes below poverty, continuing on a reduced basis
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to a level up to 1.5 times the poverty level.

Finally, we plainly need changes in marriage and divorce law. In

further support of displaced homemakers of either sex, in addition to

Social Security changes, we should consider government support for (re)-

training parents who have been full-time at home for, say, ten or more

years. And all of the myriad laws surrounding custody, alimony, visit-

ation and child support should be changed toward equity between men and

women.

How could we support further attitudinal change toward androgyny ?

First we need much more national information and debate. Many ardent

feminists of both sexes understand women in engineering without under-

standing men in nursing and child care. Yet it is obvious that women

will never be equal in formerly male occupations without a mirror image

change occuring for men. If this were not to occur---if men were not

to have equal opportunity in formerly female occupations---women

would wind up doing 3/4 of the nation's work. This fact, and its

attendant implications for socialization patterns and educational curricula,

need the widest possible discussion.

Fortunately we may presume that androgyny itself may foster androgyny.

Early generations of children raised by both men and women, who see

caring men and self-reliant women, have androgynous role models to

emulate. Today's parents, knowing that a daughter has one chance in

two of becoming a chief wage earner for at least part of her life, are

beginning to support daughters in androgynous patterns. This in turn has
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inevitable consequences for the lives of men. Perhaps if we succeed in

social policies which support androgyny we will reap the benefits, in

terms of increased options for men and women and children. If we lag

in supporting androgyny, we may see yet more anguish, in terms of

personal bewilderment, and of children left more and more alone.

I believe that many men are tired of being asked why they want to

take care of children, of themselves and of others. Many women would

like to be asked. Many women are tired of being asked why they want

a paid career. Many men would like to be asked. Androgyny offers

some new options, for child care and child carers in 1980's.



NOTES

1. Unless otherwise indicated, the data in this section are from the Unco
National Day Care Consumer Survey.

92. In recent years there have been a number of household time budget
studies, which however have varied greatly in methods and population
sample. At least one early study attempted to measure the division of
labor between husband and wife without including child care, an omiss-
ion which seems extraordinary in its illumination of post-war sex-role
stereotyping.

3. The "biological differences’ hypotheses for origins of sex roles have
generally been based on several ideas:

a) women need to be protected somewhat in pregnancy and while
nursing;

b) originally only women could feed infants;
c) men are on the average a little more aggressive and stronger;
d) men perceive themselves as unable to ''create’ and "nurture

in the same ways as women, and feel themselves "isolated from the
cosmic chain of generations. They therefore must find some alternative
ways of feeling their lives have cosmic meaning and therefore have a
stronger urge to build monuments and/or destroy and kill, in order to
feel important;

e) because men have external genitalia which change shape in one
kind of creative and masterful activity (intercourse), men have a part-
icular need for their creations to be visible and recognizable and for
their work processes to provide the possibility for promotion, advance-
ment, status and dominance.

4. Absenteeism and high turnover of women used to be considered possible
reasons for systematically paying women less. Most labor economists
however now agree that absenteeism and turnover figures are very much
more strongly affected by occupation and rank than by sex.

5. I believe this to be a leading reason why the high cost of excellent,
formal day care comes as such a shock to some people.

§. One notes with interest that Matina Horner of Radcliffe is finding men
significantly less ''cooperative'' than women in an ongoing research study.
Traditional sex roles, especially with respect to child care, may have made
many men less nurturant and cooperative than women.
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CHAPTER X11

CONCLUSIONS

By Jane Roberts Chapman

This volume has analyzed the status of women by looking

at the complex of problems surrounding marital status. The

legal, economic and social status of women is tied to the.

status of wives, because most women are married for some

portion of their lives and society's legal and social insti-

tutions are predicated on that fact. On assuming this

marital status, women profoundly affect their economic

position, their legal RRL Ne likelihood of becoming

dependent upon a person or a public assistance program. The

Gates chapter demonstrates that some of these effects continue

long after the marriage is terminated by widowhood or divorce.

Opponents of equality for women have based much of their

opposition on the contention that if women (most often refer-

ring to wives) gained equality they would lose a host of

privileges and protections which they now enjoy. This book

demonstrates that married women cannot lose those privileges

and protections, because they don't have them. State and

Federal laws treat married women differently from married men

--for example, they restrict the financial rights of women.

But they do not counter-balance these restrictions with

guarantees that married women will be supported by a husband.

Even when states have "support" laws, they are not enforced

(Krauskopf, p. _), because judges consider it improper to
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interfere in an ongoing marriage. Kamerman finds that U.S.

public policies affecting "the family and its members are

fragmented, inconsistent and contradictory," with many aspects

that reinforce women's dependency on husbands, or limit

women's choices and options regarding major roles, or treat

them inequitably.

Fifty-five percent of women are not in paid employment

and most are dependent on others for their livelihood. The

influence of their dependency is far-reaching, touching all

women. This is because

the legal and social structure frequently assumes that all

women are dependents whether they are or not. For example,

for years married women were denied credit in their own names.

It took several years of public

pressure and passage of a Federal law to begin to open up

credit to married women who had their own incomes and were

credit-worthy. As we learned in the Kinsley chapter, insti-

tutions such as the social security system base their benefit

structure for working men on the presumption that married women

are dependents of their husbands.

Some dependency is no doubt voluntary. But much of it is

imposed by legal, cultural, economic, or psychological con-

straints. And it is difficult and perhaps meaningless to

attempt to separate the dependency which is voluntary from

that which is caused by social indoctrination, lack of job

opportunity or training, or overwhelming child-rearing
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responsibllities. King and Lipshutz report that married

women experience higher rates of mental illness than single

women and it is believed that it is the marital role itself

"rather than any biological differences that causes pyscho-

logical malaise."

The papers which comprise this book have delineated the

nature and scope of women's dependency. In addition, the

chapters setforth a variety of options which would reduce

female dependency. Implicit in these discussions is the

belief that dependency is a bad thing. Of course, if mar-

riage is a loving partnership where each contributes according

to his or her preference and abilities and each receives not

only equal benefits from their joint labor but also equal

protection before the law, then the fact that one partner

earns money and one does not is not necessarily invidious.

But most marriages are not this way. In fact, the best

intentions in the world between two spouses can hardly make

marriage such a partnership. The law, institutional struc-

tures, and other forces will put the woman in a disadvantaged

position in the marriage whether she and her husband wish it

or not. (A married man who does not engage in paid employ-

ment faces some of the disadvantages of a dependent wife,

such as lack of social security coverage, but not the full

range of legal disabilities faced by a non-working wife.)

Painter contrasts the situation of the middle class wife

with that of the women who insure the survival of their fami-

lies by shifting their dependence from the traditional

nuclear family arrangement to dependence on other types of

structures. "...they become dependent on kinship ties, friend-

ship networks and public assistance."

In her analysis of marriage, Krauskopf points out that

the low economic return for the effort invested is sufficient
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to discourage the wife who does not currently need money

from obtaining training or employment. "Thus, we have a

vicious circle of dependency forever revolving--channel

women into a protected and dependent role--use their depend-

ency and protection as a rationalization for keeping them

dependent--channel them into the role because they are de-

pendent."

If a woman lives in a substantial house, which she co-

owns; if she has access to a joint checking account and is

obliged primarily to care for the home and children, and

do pleasant things in the suburbs; it is more difficult to

perceive her as a dependent or to perceive dependency as

bad. But the papers presented in this book demonstrate that

she can be rapidly reduced to poverty if the man from whom

she derives her living is removed from the scene. This is

the fearful side of the homemaker/breadwinner bargain.

Some dependency could be reduced by law change, but not

all. If the property and domestic laws were reformed along

the lines suggested by Krauskopf, a married woman would be-

come a full partner in the economic matters of the marriage.

If one spouse earned or otherwise secured assets, the other

spouse would share in them. This would tend to establish the

economic worth of the non-employed spouse. But it would not

eliminate the dependency problem, because a husband can share

all his assets with a wife except his most useful one, his



earning power. And despite equal legal and property rights

within the marriage, a non-working wife would still be de-

pendent for her bread and butter on the ability and willing-

ness of another person to earn it for her.

This book has set forth the barriers of various sorts

which encourage women to be dependent and which impede their

efforts to be independent. It also points out the kinds of

policy changes needed for women to be equal in their marital

relationships. The unmet policy needs range from social

security reform to flex-time, from shelters for abused wives

to new inheritance tax codes. But the unanswered question

is whether there will be a constituency to press for these

changes.

If the past is any guide to the future, the government

will do no more than respond slowly to outside pressures.

There is some doubt that state governments will even do that.

A state legislator in Oklahoma in a public statement opposing

the Equal Rights Amendment said "woman was not made from

Adam's head so she could think." Reform efforts introduced

into the legislative climate indicated by that remark will

not be easy to implement. Lipman-Blumen, in observing the

impact of divorce on society, notes that social change is

clearly underway but that "social policy changes with glacier

speed."

The women's movement has been criticized as being for

working women only, especially professional working women.

- 5
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This is not now the case, if it ever was. Activist women's

groups now operate on the premise set forth by Elizabeth

Cady Stanton in a letter to Susan B. Anthony in 1853. "...1

feel, as never before, that this whole question of women's

rights turns on thepivot of the marriage relations, and mark

ny word, sooner or later, it will be the topic for discussion.’

Establishing the economic value of a homemaker's duties and

pressing for legal changes which would secure economic se-

curity for full-time homemakers have been objectives of NOW

task forces and theIWY Commission on International Women's

Year and a host of other women's organizations.

Because of the widespread assumption that women are

dependents and men are breadwinners and heads of household,

women as a group cannot achieve equality until two things

are achieved. First, the dependency of wives must be elimi-

nated as a presumption from law, public programs and private

institutions. Public programs and policies must be formu-

lated and implemented in a more neutral fashion, based on the

notion that all adult citizens are equal individuals. Second,

the level of actual (as opposed to legislated) economic,

social and psychological dependency must be significantly

reduced. It would be simplistic to say that all women should

be in the labor force. But we must move further in that di-

rection if equality is to be achieved. Rowe presents a

persuasive case for the involvement of men in childrearing,
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not only to reduce female dependency, but also to improve

the lives of men and children.

Dependency appears in its ugliest form in the homes where

husbands inflict violence on wives. Straus says that the

cultural norms and values which permit or encourage husbands’

violence against their spouses reflect the male-dominant

society of the western world. The right to use force exists,

as Goode (1971) concludes, to provide the ultimate support for

the existing power structure of the family, if those low in

the hierarchy refuse to accept their place and roles.

One wonders why a woman would live with a man who beats

her. One such wife said:

"I stay because I have nowhere else that
I belong. 1 don't fight back because I
am afraid to. I don't charge assault and
battery because I went through that court-
room scene and was fined and admonished
by the judge to 'go home and mind your
husband and never bring your domesticég
quarrels to my court again'." (NOW:p. 4)

This is perhaps the saddest statement in this book.

Certainly violence has been done to other helpless people, such

as prisoners, or slaves or children. But when a free, uninsti-

tutionalized adult is beaten by a person who is supposed to be

a loving, supportive family member and then says she endures

it because she has no alternative, one reaches some sad con-

clusions about the family, the victim's self-view and society.

If society cared about such women, there would be help for

them and places for them to go.



A national poll of women's attitudes in 1975 found that

while most women still considered having a husband and family

to be a very important goal in life, the majority felt that

a partnership arrangement would be ideal. (Roper Organiza-

tion, 1974) Some other signs of change in the legal-

economic-social relationships between men and women are

becoming evident. The project on alternative family styles

at UCLA (Chapter XI) investigates this trend noting that

"change, variability and flexibility in family arrangements

is becoming the norm, not the exception to be explained."

The expectation of the children discussed by Best changed

greatly over their grammar school years. The author attri-

butes this largely to the impact of the women's movement

and the alternatives it is making known to adult society.

If these children foretell the men and women of the 80's and

90's, then our legal institutions and public policies must

undergo change to accommodate them.

fo;
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Joan M. Krauskopf

Chapter Outline--Ongoing Marriage

1. Thesis: Best for both "family" and "individual" protection:

Legal Partnership model of Marriage;

Because the partnership model best accommodates (li: tensions:

(1) Between recognition otfrequality of husband and wife as
indivi duals and recognition of responsibility of marital
parties Co the marital (family) unit:

(2) Arising because spouses in different families choose to
follow different roles in service to the family (full time
female homemaker/professional female) or gpouses in a single
family choose to shift roles during the existence of the
marriage(one full time homemaker/wife and husband each part
time wage earner, homemaker):

(3) Existing in regard to property division (equal/unequal)
when the marriage is terminated by death or divorce,

II. The existing law (common law tradition)

A. Husband as family, wife's legal identity merged.

. Husband Head of Household.
Husband and wife each entitled to retain sarnings and
property, ''therefore, no property for fulltime homemaker,"
Husband entitled to wife's services.
Husband duty of support: totally unenforceable.

Inequities and negative effects of this legal tradition dur-
ing the modern ongoing marriage

". No actual economic protection to "dependent" wife.
£2, No legal recognition of economic effects of homemaker role.
- No equality in management or in obligation to serve Veamily"

unit,
£ Denies right to contract differently.

Ignores changed role of modern wife as manager and wage
earner.

6. Fosters continued dependency when no longer socially
advantageous.

/ Yogters continued gex discrimination in employment,
v Serves as foundation for inequitable distributions of

agsers at termination by death or divorce (See Divorce
Chapter).

IIT. Mechanisms for improvement

: . Equal Rights Amendment: will not create obligations of service
to the family unit, will not equate value of homemaking and
wage-earning roles, will not create economic or property
rights for the lesser earning spouse; but will create oppor-
tunity for revamping the law of marriage so that it will bet-
ter serve the "family" and its individual members,

HF Community property: pure principle of equality of rizhts and
equal obligations towards service of the "family' appropriate,
but limitations (due to common law notions) in American states
inappropriate,

. The Partnership Model for the ongoing marriage.

l. Relationship to Uniform Partnership Act model,
2.  $8ee Krauskopf and Thomas article, 35 OSLJ 558 at 586,



IV. Vehicles for improvement

A. ERA

B. Backdoor: law developing at divorce

(I do not know what Weitzman will say on this point, but
my research indicates an increasing recognition by common
law legislatures and courts of the partnership nature of
marriage when it comes time to divide the assets of the
parties at dissolution. Unfortunately, in my opinion not
enough of them are responsive to the concept. You may
think it strange, but 1 am hesitant to advocate a rigid
right to half the assets acquired during marriage at
dissolution. At this point in my thinking, I would much
prefer a presumption or starting point of equality with
a different division dependent upon needs for economic
support. This is very close to the Uniform Act's original
(1970) property division section. Since Herma Kay was a
reporter for the Uniform Act and Weitzman has worked closely
with her, perhaps she feels similarly, 1 probably should
indicate my attitude on this issue since it seems at odds
with my suggestion for equal rights to the property during
the marriage, Do you think it should go in a Ioothote or
in the text?)
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ABSTRACT

CHILD CARE FOR THE 1980's:
TRADITIONAL SEX ROLES OR ANDROGYNY ?

Mary P. Rowe, Ph.D. *

lose fd oo t= (ce Dat MA OO &lt; [e do on ld peu
This paper discusses present and future child care arrangements

and their effects on women and children and men. _The discussion is in

terms of the effects of sex role differentiation in child care, rather than

of alternative institutions for child care. The paper suggests that sex role

differentiation in child care is cause and symbol of occupational segregation

throughout the American economy.

Because of the effect on occupational segregation, traditional (woman-

oriented) child rearing patterns are found to maintain the wage gap between

men and women, as well as undesirable social and psychological consequences

for men and women. The author believes this to be the case whether child

care occurs at home or in day care. Our traditional patterns of child rear-

ing are also, paradoxically, found to contribute to undermining our families

and to our leaving children too much alone. This paper calls for androgynous

child rearing in the 1980's and suggests some relevant changes in social

policy.

*The author is much indebted to Robert Fein, Ph. D., of McLean Hospital,
for his many insights on men and nurturance; to Joseph Pleck, Ph.D., author
of many papers on men and of a forthcoming M.I.T. Press book on male roles;
and to the Men's Studies Collection at M.I.T. started by Robert Fein and

Joseph Pleck.
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CHILD CARE FOR THE 1880's: TRADITIONAL SEX ROLES OR'ANDROGYNY ?

INTRODUCTION: TRADITIONAL SEX ROLES IN CHILD CARE

A young father in Massachusetts recently watched his wife die of

cancer, leaving him and their five young children. Responsible, caring,

grief-stricken, he went to the Welfare Department, planning to quit his

job, goon welfare, and stay at home until the youngest child was in kinder-

garten. ''It is tasteless in our society for a man to stay home', he was

told. "We will find foster homes for your children". The young father

protested, unwilling to lose his children and unwilling for them to lose

him, each other and their home, as well as their mother. His feelings

were finally heard, but not until our traditions about child care had been

vividly dramatized: Responsibility for young children lies with women and

the primary role of women is to be with children (Pope Paul VI, 19 76).

In this essay we discuss parenthood and child care from the point of

view of sex-roles rather than of institutions. Many people use the words

"traditional child-care'' in a different way, to mean "care within the in-

stitution of a nuclear family'. For these people non-traditional care then

means care in an institution different from the nuclear family, say, a

commune or day-care center or a 24-hour state nursery, or a household

following death or divorce, or a lesbian household. I on the other hand,

will use the words "traditional child care'' to mean responsibility for

children and care of young children by women, under circumstances where

men would find it difficult to care for those children and where only women
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would be comfortable doing so in our society. Thus, day care and 24-

hour state centers, foster care; care by divorcees, and lesbian house-

holds might all be "traditional child care", in my sense, if the female

child carers perceive themselves to be constrained by sex-role stereotypes

so powerful that neither they, nor would-be male child carers, have

the freedom to negotiate who will care for the children.

By the same token, androgynous child care, according to'the de-

finitions of this paper, might occur in families, centers and other in-

stitutions, and occurs wherever both men and women have equal options

to negotiate with themselves and each other who will care for children.

(Of course there is a shading, from tradition toward androgyny, along a

continuum where women and men experience different degrees of options,

which may vary by age of child, or family income, or other individual

circumstance. )

This paper discusses present-day child care arrangements, and

some consequences of our present arrangements. The negative con-

sequences of traditional arrangements are seen as part and parcel of

the negative consequences of American sex role stereotypes as a whole.

The paper concludes with discussion of further androgynous options for

parents and what is needed to support those options in terms of laws

and of human attitudes.

PRESENT-DAY CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS

About four-fifths of American households with children under 14

are in nuclear family form (Unco, 1976). 1 (1 estimate however that
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about half of American children in the 1980's will live for some part of

their childhood with a single parent or in some other nun-nuclear family

arrangement.) About 90% of all households with children under 14 now

use some kind of care (other than the mother in her own home) at some

time in a given week; more than half use care more than an hour per

week; about a quarter use a child care .arrangemant jen.or; merehourg per

week; about an eighth use care thirty or more hours per week. Na ©

The main types of care are relatives in one's own or another home,

or a non-relative in one's own home or another home. Day care centers,

cooperative programs, nursery and pre-schools, and before and after

school programs,together comprise only a maximum of a tenth of all

arrangements. About two-thirds of all households pay no cash for child

care, but many arrangements are reimbursed in kind; only about a tenth

of all arrangements are considered ''free’’.

Multiple arrangements are very common, with over half of all care-

using households reporting the father as a regular, supplementary care-

taker, three-tenths regularly using an older sibling and aneighth regularly

leaving children alone, in addition to the relatives and non-relatives and

formal care reported above as "main types of care'. Hours that children

are in school are also an important ''child care arrangement’ for two-

ninths of all children under 14,

Of interest to the present discussion, we find fathers estimated as

fewer than ten per cent of all "main types'' of child care, but they are
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clearly "helping out' significantly, as noted above. How much are

men becoming involved in child care? There is scattered evidence

of the importance of men as child carers in some specific groups of

the population. For instance, among the families of professional

psychologists, roughly a sixth to a quarter of the care of the children

is reported to be by husbands (with non-spouse arrangements on the

same order of magnitude and mothers caring for children 60 to 70 per

cent of the time) (Brysons, et al, 19768). The Michigan Survey Re-

search Center study of five thousand American families is also re-

ported to have found many men comparably engaged in child care,

And about 8% of all children under 18, who were re-

ported living in non-nuclear families, were in non-nuclear families

headed by a male, in 1974 (BLS, 1974).

On the other hand, time budget studies of several years ago show-

ed that employed mothers spent seven to ten hours more per week on total

work and work-related activities (including commuting, homemaking,

child care and paid employment), than did employed fathers (Holmstrom,

1972; Walker, 1970; Szalai, ed., 1973). 2 And the "extra time devoted

by employed mothers was predominantly in child care and homemaking.

Moreover there is some reason to believe that fathers, on the

average, got more sleep and had more time in leisure activities than

did mothers, (Harris Poll, 1970; Szalai, ed., 1973). The mothers, in

fact, appeared to get less than optimal sleep on a regular bagis. (Szalai,

ed. , 197%
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Some evidence has indicated that the amount of time spent by

employed fathers, on child care and homemaking, depended primarily

on what these men were otherwise doing; it did not depehd very much

on whether the mother had a paid job or on the number of children

in the family (Walker, 1970). On the other hand, some studies appear

to indicate that husbands /fathers have performed a little more house-

work and child care when wives/mothers are employed, the increase

usually expressed as an increase in the percent of total homemaking

taken on by the husband. (Hoffman and Nye, eds., 1974). My own ex-

perience also indicates that many women believe this is the case. How-

ever, I now believe . that the major shift that occurs when a wife /mother

takes a paid job, is that the total amount of family-work time drops

very sharply [by half to a third (Walker, 1970)] and that because the

husband's family-work time stays nearly the same, he is doing a larger

proportion of the homemaking.

On the basis of my clinical experience I believe there may also be

a shift in type of work performed by husbands (from less urgent to more

urgent), Moreover, the. standard’ deviation in amount of family work performed

by all husbands may be rising. That.is, I believe more husbands may be doing

either less family work because of moonlighting, or more, because of

a shift toward androgyny by younger men, while the "average amount of

family work performed by 'all husbands' ' has risen only a little in the

1¢-
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Of course these statistics on child care arrangements tell us

nothing certain about the attitudes of the child carers and the extent

to which they are or feel constrained by sex-role stereotyping. But

we find fathers as primary care givers (as distinguished from being

regular supplementary care-takers) for only a few

per cent of American children and mothers as the primary care givers

for nearly half of all US children. Moreover, most mothers retain

basic responsibility for children most of the time, and seven-eighths

of all households use non-maternal care only 30 hours per week or less,

out of the 168 hours in a week (Unco, 1976). It is easy therefore to

hypothesize that serious sex-role stereotyping with respect to children

is very important in the US.

Comparable statistics do not exist for other countries. We know

that in predominantly rural areas of the world, that it is usually women

who care for children, at home or at work, and usually together with

other women, or that older children care for younger children under the

eye of a nearby adult. In other industrialized nations more like our own,

sex-role differentiation appears to be as common as in the United States.

In at least eighteen other nations with time budget surveys, patterns are

reported similar to those in the US. (Roby, 1975; Szalai, ed., 1973).

In the Soviet Union, top government officials will say '‘we believe

women to be better suited to child care’; Soviet fathers are kept out of

maternity hospitals, have no paternity leave the first year of their child's
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life and practically no men are involved in the day-to-day formal care

that affects perhaps 40% of Soviet urban pre-schoolers. (Rowe, 19 75).

In China (Sidel, 1972) and in Israel (Gerson, 1971) comparable sex-

role differentiation obtains. Thus even where widespread child care

systems are available, they are traditional according to my view, and

tend to maintain the women-with-children stereotype.

Only in the United States and Scandinavia do we find significant,

if small, proportions of men involved in formal child care. And only

in Scandinavia and Cuba have top government leaders systematically

asserted equal rights for men in the home and with children, and equal

sharing with women of social responsibility for reproducing and socializing

the human species. No where does that equal sharing appear yet to

have taken place.

Support for traditional practices and policies has generally rested on two

grounds. First, itis asserted, women are biologically better able to

care for children, and men are hormonally and morphologically better

able to support a family. 3 Secondly, it is asserted that a whole socio-

economic system has been erected on the basis of the biological

differences, and that this system is a good thing, because sex-role

differentiation has been effective and efficient in getting done the work

of the world. It is my point of view that differences in child-rearing

capabilities and requirements formerly did mean that women were

better adapted to child care, but that biological differences with respect

to parenting no longer have much meaning in this era of ZPG, planned
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parenthood and bottle feeding. Hormonal and morphologic differences

in men may also have meant that males were in some societies better

providers, in an age of hunting and frontier life. I believe this is not

generally true in our services-oriented economy, where cooperation

and human organization are so exceptionally important. I believe that

the traditional social and economic sex-role differentiation is no longer

helpful to industrialized society and that androgyny offers a more

effective and humane system for child care as well as for other

employment.

WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF PRESENT-DAY
CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS?

A. EFFECTS ON CHILDREN

Many experts in recent years have surveyed the evidence concerning

the effect on children of different child care arrangements. Extensive

and exhaustive, these reviews regularly conclude that stable, responsive,

consistent care is important, indeed critical, to young children. Recent

siudles also conclude that care of this nature can be delivered by a variety

of different kinds of people, men and women, teenager and grandparent,

single anil multiple attachment figures, in a variety of settings, (Fein,

1974; Howell, 1973; Kotelchuck, 1972; Talbot, ed., 1976). While

questions have been raised about the effect of 24-hour care on children

in institutions (Bowlby, 1951), in kibbutzim (Bettelheim, 1970) or in 24-

hour centers in the Soviet Union (Rowe, 1975), or of too much violent

television, by and large it is very difficult to demonstrate long-term
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effects on children from any kind of non-abusive care and education

arrangement (Rowe, 1974a; White, et al, 1972). The public consensus

in the United States also appears to be swinging toward a belief that

child care may help socialize children, especially those in small

families, (Morgan, 1975; Unco, 1976) and that parental employment

and child care may make children more independent. It seems reason-

able to conclude that many types of arrangements are suitable for

children, where the environment is safe and supportive and there are

consistent, warm, responsive, stable attachment figures as caretakers.

(Talbot, ed., 1976).

On the other hand, numerous observers believe that families need

of more support (Howell, 1976; Talbot, ed., 1976), that children are

; happier when they see more of their fathers, (Green, 1976), and

| that children might be happier with several different parental figures

to turn to instead of depending exclusively on over-worked, isolated

mothers (Howell, 1976). And many people are deeply concerned by the

number of children under ten who are now regularly left alone or

who are in abusive care situations---numbers which may total ten per

cent or more of our young children.

B. EFFECTS ON WOMEN AND MEN

Our traditions about women and children bring great joy and happiness

to many men and women. Others have for decades ignored the traditions,

equally happily. Still others were brought up in different traditions, where
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women shared financial responsibility and/or men shared in all nurturance

activities; many of these people and their families have also thrived.

There are many women and men however who are not happy either

ignoring the modal tradition or living within it. And still others are

happy for years with traditional sex roles and then feel constrained and

confined and frustrated and bewildered. In this discussion we will con-

centrate on the difficulties with traditional roles with respect to child

care since we are concerned mainly with providing options. (Androgyny

includes people being free to behave traditionally, so options are more

available than in a traditional setting where only the ordinary sex roles

are appropriate.) The ensuing discussion presents what I see as negative

consequences of our present child care arrangements. In a larger sense

these consequences are due to the whole pattern of sex role stereotyping

rather than just to child care. And, as we noted above, there may be

several reasons why sex role differentiation occurred in the first place.

At present however, I believe child care arrangements have come to

symbolize all the reasons for sex roles; they are perhaps the most

powerful remaining institutionalization of our stereotypes. It is in

this sense then that I present some consequences of sex role differentiat-

ion in the context of consequences of child care arrangements.

The Sense of Separateness of Men and Women

The presumption that children and family were women's work has, I

believe, led through our early socialization patterns to an extraordinary
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segregation of most men's lives from most women's lives, especially

in industrialized societies. In my own work I am continually impressed

by the extent to which men and women do not understand each other's

experience.

More damaging yet is the frequent presumption that, at base, men

and women cannot ultimately understand each other or live the same life~-

style. Liberal men will often support the entrance of women into, say,

engineering. But then, if someone asks about men in child care, this same

liberal may ask, "But could men really take care of children as well as

women?' The Soviet Union and China assert complete equality for

women. These countries have, however, desegregated only lower and

middle level '"male'’ occupations, leaving child care, homemaking (and

top-policy positions) as segregated as ever. Conservative--and radical--

women also often speak as if only women could care for children. We

are all accustomed to hearing very conservative women speak this way

but it is sometimes as true for radical women. Revolutionary feminists

deplore the oppression of women which may result from women's tra-

ditional child care responsibilities. But then some radical feminists

turn to discussion of gestation in test tubes, and child care in 24-hour

day care centers, in a way which appears by exclusion to accept the notion

that fathers and children might damage each other's lives. In other

words, some feminists reject the oppression of individual women, but

then turn to day care (provided largely by women), as if it were an im-

provement. Some improvement may in fact occur; the care takers are
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usually paid, (at low rates), and sometimes have each other to talk with,

but the traditional sex-role pattern obtains.

Another result of traditional thinking is that large numbers of men

and women, including, sadly, some parents, have concluded that children

and/or child care are too much for them (as distinguished from those who

limit their families for idealistic reasons). For example, Ann Landers

recently reported that 70% of 10, 000 parents who wrote her about having

children, reported that they "would not do it again'. And a recent Gallup

Poll reported that one in ten of all mothers, randomly surveyed, ''regretted

having children’ (McCall's, 1975).

Loneliness

Present child care arrangements are lonely for many parents. Isolated

mothers and paid caretakers are often lonely; men who commute and moon-

light and do not see their families are often lonely. Marriages where

one spouse is a homemaker, working 99 hours per week, and the other

w orks overtime or moonlights up to 80-90 hours per week, are hard on

communications. The disproportionate numbers of depressed young

mothers (Radloff, 1975) illuminate the sadness of spouses with not

enough chance to be with those they love.

Moreover, in many of the shared parenting arrangements that now

exist, the parents both work full time in paid jobs, with one or both,

(often the father), in charge of the children during hours when the

parent(s) should be sleeping. (Of course the children may then also be
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sleeping). Here the parents share care, sometimes at the price of

sleep. However since our society as a whole is set up for paid workers

without child care responsibilities (with fixed working hours and few 1/2

and 3/4 jobs), the parents may be able to earn two incomes only by

staggering their work hours. This means that in many two-job families

one parent is with the children primarily when the children are asleep,

and also that the parents have little waking or sleeping time together.

Loneliness exacts a high price. There can be a sense of desperation

and resentment when a spouse alone must care for a sick child or a

rebellious child; there can be a sense of desperation and resentment

when a spouse alone must face a lay-off or middle-age without fulfillment.

Sexual relationships suffer acutely when spouses are lonely.

Financial Difficulties

Families with one wage earner are less secure than those where there

are two. A single wage earner is under more pressure to succeed,

to compete, to have to travel, to stay at a hated job in order to survive

unemployment. A second wage earner provides a buffer, so his/her

spouse may change jobs, or train or retrain. A widowed or divorced spouse

without labor force experience faces a very bleak world, financially and

psychologically. So also do the homemaker parents whose children have

grown, who have no further identity to turn to. Finally at any given time

we would have many millions more families on welfare, if both spouses

were not in paid employment. Two wage earners obviously have a much
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better chance to provide a reasonable standard of living for them-

selves and their children.

Deprivation from Nurturance

Each parent faces a significant chance of widowhood or divorce.

Most young men face single parenthood without enough training for the

task and without equal rights to custody and child companionship and

support.

Less often recognized is the gross deprivation of most men even

where there is no widowhood or divorce. Too rarely, but occasionally,

we deplore the spectre of men governing out nation, who have never taken

care of a child, or an aged parent, or a pet, or even a plant. Occasionally,

if much too rarely, we take note of the fact that modern managers and

modern foremen need to be nurturant, sensitive and patient at least as

much as they need to be aggressive, brave and tough. We see this per-

haps most clearly as we view with concern a generation of women who

might become managers without being socialized to take care of other

people.
It is extremely rare for us to discuss in public what it means for in-

dividual men to be cut off from children and other direct, personal nurturant

activities. The belief that men may reasonable spend their lives without

the right or expectation of direct caretaking may lead to a variety of

damage. One knows many men who do not physically or emotionally take

care of themselves; who lose much of their joy in life by being cut off
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quals.

from their feelings; who suffer considerably in childhood, adolescence

and manhood by competing with other males; who have essentially lost

the sense of meaning and continuity of life by being cut off from aged

parents and children, by being sanitized at every turn, from human emotion.

The sense of separateness and loneliness, bad as they are, seem to me

mild, comparedwith the destruction of self involved in our cutting off

many men from their nurturant selves and their caring potential.

Work Satisfaction; Leisure Satisfaction

Analyses of work satisfaction indicate that some people value work

for the process of working, some for the product, some for the re-

muneration, some for work-group relations. Some value status, the

chance for creativity, the sense of autonomy over one's work. Joy in

leisure time activities is similarly related.

In traditional families each parent has only one work arena to seek

satisfaction, friends, status, a sense of identity and a sense of challenge

and growth. If the home environment or the paid work enviroment happens

to provide the right processes, products, remuneration, friends, status,

creativity and autonomy for the parents assigned to that environment,

all is well. But for many people having only one work arena provides a

severe sense of constraint. Leisure activities are often similarly con-

strained. Moreover the inequity of work-status and leisure-activity

status between husband and wife in traditional families, means it is hard

for many to maintain the love and comradeship which flourish between

a.
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Finally, just the presumption that each individual will conform to

the requirements of a stereotyped and arbitrary role is felt by many to

be very constricting. This feeling has probably become more pronouned

in recent years. In a simple society, role differentiation still permitted

a wide range of expression. In the specializations of industrialism, much

of this range was lost, so role requirements have become for many

people much more constraining, and are felt by many to be destructive to

individuals.

Economic and Educational Discrimination Against Women

Of all the difficulties caused by and symbolized by traditional child

care patterns perhaps the best understood is economic discrimination

against women. Discrimination against women is often alleged to occur

with respect to education, job recruitment, promotion, benefits, work

ambiance and the wage gap (unequal pay). The index of sex inequality

most frequently cited is the wage gap between men and women; women

on the average earn less than 60% of men's wages. Because the wage

gap between men and women is easily quantified it is the most easily

analyzed indicator of sex discrimination. Economists interested in

discrimination often begin with some estimate of wage gaps and then

seek to explain these gaps by controlling for education, years of ex-

perience, entrance into given occupations, and promotional patterns,

thereafter assigning any residual gap to ''pure'' or direct discrimination.

Many feminists look upon these studies as analyzing indirect discrim-
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ination in order to isolate direct discrimination.

How much of gross wage gaps can be attributed directly or indirectly

to sex role differentiation in child care, as distinguished from sex role

differentiation in general ? Here again, as with the rest of the discussion

above, we cannot be sure exactly what part of discrimination is caused

by, and what is symbolized by, differentiation in roles with respect to

child care. We do know that, on the average, single women and childfree

women have done better with respect to education, labor force part-

icipation, promotions and wages. And we know that these "success"

patterns are in general reversed for men, who typically thrive

better when married and with children. But we do not know enough about

selection factors (what kind of women choose to remain childfree) or

about indirect discrimination (what kind of women do men prefer to

promote and pay well, other things being equal). And economists dis-

agree on exactly how to analyze the gross wage gaps. Thus there is no

exact one-to-one evidence on the discriminatory importance of sex roles

in child care. On the other hand we do know some of the broad outlines

of the effect of child care patterns and how they may affect economic

discrimination.

To begin with, many economists believe that a large part of the

wage gap between men and women can be explained by occupational

segregation, (Kahne, 1975). Women are in general found in certain

occupations which are in general paid rather low wages or not at all.
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Systematically low wages in ''womens' occupations are variously

explained by ''crowding', "tastes'' and human capital theory. ''Crowding"

is thought to result in lower wages for women because women have unequal

access to many jobs. This produces a crowding of women into a few

occupations such that their average productivity in these few occupations

is lower than that of men in other occupations (Bergmann, 1974). The

"tastes' argument suggests that employers and consumers simply ''don't

like" women in certain jobs or ''assume they are inferior'' and there-

fore discriminate against them, (Arrow, 1972; Phelps, 1972). Both

of these arguments would suggest that there is a psychological reason

for denying women access to well-paying positions. Human capital

theory suggests that women are on the average paid less than men

because they are less productive and that they are less productive

primarily because they are less well educated and trained (Mincer and

Polachek, 1974). All of these theories find justification in empirical

studies.

In addition to wage gaps produced by occupational segreation, most

economists agree that part of the gross wage gap can be explained by

differences in real and expected labor force participation: hours per

week, weeks per year, years per lifetime. 4 But most now agree that these

differences are less important than those rooted in occupational segregation.

And most also agree that straight forward unequal pay for equal work

is of only minimal importance.

How do our traditional expectations about child care lead to wage
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gaps? One may raise hypotheses all along the line, with respect to

each theory above. Some have suggested that crowding and ''discrimin-

atory tastes'' arise in part from a desire by males to compensate for

not being able to gestate or nurse babies. This theory suggests that

men have more need than women to create and control outside the family,

and that they have a signal fear of competing directly with women

because of a primitive fear that they cannot really compete, with respect

to creation (Rowe, 1974b).

With respect to human capital theory, many have suggested that the

reason that women ask for and are permitted less education and less

valuable training is that they need less education because their chief

role is to marry and have children. In the nineteenth century, prolonged

study was widely believed too strenuous for female anatomy and also likely

to weaken a woman's reproductive capabilities. Although higher education

is no longer considered damaging to motherhood it is still widely con-

sidered unnecessary for mothers. Child care responsibilities, and the

presumption that women would have full responsibility for children, still

directly interfere with equal educational opportunities for women.

During the 1970's, in the course of my work in and around universities

in New England, I remember many very direct statements on this subject.

For example there was the admissions committee professor at a pro-

fessional school who would admit women only if they 'promise to stay

celibate here'. Many educational institutions have only recently permitted

pregnant women to continue to study. Many others still do not have reason-
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able provisions for part-time graduate work and residencies, for young

parents.

By the same token, we still find daily stories of women asked in re-

cruitment interviews about their family plans and contraception, of women

not offered jobs or promotions or raises because of presumptions about

their family life.

To the (relatively minor) extent that hours per week, weeks per

year and years per lifetime are important in explaining the wage gap,

it is easy to see a very direct connection between our traditional child

care arrangements and labor force participation. ‘With mothers in the

paid labor force typically working a much longer total work week than

fathers, it is easy to understand the direct conflict between paid and un-

paid work.

Another area of economic discrimination where the relationship

between labor force participation and traditional child care is very direct

has to do with benefits--health care, vacations, pensions, Social

Security. Adequate benefits coverage for men is yet far to seek, but for

women the situation is much worse. Women produce nearly 30% of

family incomes; GNP would rise by another estimated 20%if the unpaid

work of women were included in GNP. Yet millions of women are without

adequate health care, without vacation time, without appropriate pensions.

This happens partly because much part-time work carries no benefits, be-

cause unpaid work in the home carries no direct benefits, because women

as mothers have been considered their husband's dependents, and because
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of the wage gap discussed above, which means women's benefits, where

they exist, are often lower. All of these facts follow quite directly from

the traditional vision of women as child carers.

Another and similar economic problem concerns our inadequate in-

come tax deductions for child care. Money paid for child care should be

reckoned as a business expense, which means it would be subtracted before

the estimation of taxable income. Instead, and probably partly because

child care is traditionally not paid for, we have an inadequate deduction

which constitutes another economic discrimination.

Finally, as we consider economic discrimination, the subtle im-

portance of traditional child care may be much greater than we know.

(Rowe, 1976). To the extent that women and men maintain the image

of women as dependent child carers, (despite the fact that women in

paid and unpaid employment might actually account for about 50% of a

properly reckoned GNP), it is easier for us all unconsciously to dis-

criminate against women in paid work (and men in unpaid work).

In addition the woman whose total work experience has been in un-

paid work may herself have a poor idea what she is "worth. As she

considers paid work, she may have a tendency to think in terms of her

"next best" (or "fall back’) occupation, which is, to be paid nothing in

direct wages. Women like this, and men too, may think of her work as

"not worth very much'', and by extension the work of all women may

seem not to be worth very much. 5 Where "all women'' can be imagined

to be restricted to nurturance’, it is easier to think of women as all

alike: one need not then worry about rewards to individual productivity.
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As we consider our own homemaking and child care, which usually

have no direct price, some may consider these activities to be "worth''

very little, others may consider them "priceless''. Many people in

fact argue eloquently that no financial figure can approach the value

of human care; they would hate to see all caretaking paid for. I find this

feeling easily understandable. However I believe that if most nurturance

is not to be cash paid it should generally be shared equally between men

and women. One can, in other words, believe in the value of child

care and all nurturant activities without accepting systematic economic

and educational discrimination against women. In fact it is the premise

of this article that one can believe in children and child care, without all

of the separateness, loneliness, financial insecurity, deprivation from

nurturance, work and leisure dissatisfactions and discrimination which

are at present part of our inheritance from traditional sex roles.

WhatAbout Day Care?

We have argued that traditional child care may not now be ideal for

children and parents and families. Many people, faced with these feelings,

advocate universal child care external to the home, available 24 hours

per day, and subsidized by government on a sliding fee scale basis.

Excellent child care would certainly speak to the needs of many

children, especially those now left alone, the malnourished, the rat-

bitten, the abused. Provision of better care for all children would

directly improve the lives of a fourth of our population for a fifth of

their lives. It would rescue at least ten percent of our children from
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conditions that we ought to consider intolerable.

With respect to parents, the availability of excellent care would

certainly alleviate some of the loneliness and much of the financial in-

security we discussed above. It is an absolute necessity for the tenth

of all parents who are single, especially if they work outside the home.

However day care delivered on a traditional, woman-oriented basis,

as it is now, might not do much to alleviate the sense of separateness

between men and women, the deprivation from nurturance, the work

dissatisfactions, and economic discrimination. In fact, on balance, our

present day care arrangements probably contribute as much to traditional

stereotypes as they do to provide options. In particular, the employment

of women in paid as well as unpaid child care arrangements probably

substantiates the occupational segregation which is the strongest source

of economic discrimination.

Full time day care, on the average about 8.5 hours a day, 42.5 hours

per week, probably also causes some feelings of deprivation for some

parents. It seems probable that if they had optimal choices, many

parents would prefer to be able to take somewhat more care of their

children than is the case with full time day care.

In summary of sections above, we have reviewed paid and unpaid U.S.

child care arrangements, which suggest a strong sex role differentiation

of the work and joy involved in having children. This author believes that

this differentiation is one major factor in maintaining all other attributes of

sex roles. More options with respect to child care, and new socialization
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patterns for both sexes, toward caring for children and others, might

make a major difference in the quality of life for adults and children.

This leads us to a discussion of androgyny.
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ANDROGYNY AND CHILD CARE

Androgyny means that how people spend their time should be in-

fluenced primarily by skills and interests, not by gender. It would

mean that men and women would equally share financial responsiblity,

child care and home making responsibilities.

Equal sharing of responsibility would not necessarily mean that

men and women would exactly divide the laundry and the diapers and

the bills. Rather, there would be a social and legal presumption that

performance of these duties would be negotiated between spouses, on a

continuous, life-time basis, with equal moral rights and responsibilities.

The theoretical basis of androgyny is the proposition that both

men and women have both "masculine'' and "feminine" potential with

regard to character development (where "masculine'' is taken in the

traditional sense of 'instrumental' and "feminine" in the traditional

sense of 'nurturant'’.) There is no presumption that individuals

should (or could) all be alike, but that everyone has some nurturant

and some instrumental potential.

In individual instances, of course, an androgynous society would

support responsible childlessness and full-time homemakers that were

female, as well as male. But the society as a whole would be set up

to support male and female parents as wage-earners, and male and female

wage-earners as parents, in whatever responsible patterns spouses

might choose.
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Let us take the example of a young couple with the modal one or

two children. In a society which supported young parents to work in

1/2-3/4 time paid jobs, the family would receive one, or one and a

half salaries. Suppose both parents worked thirty hours a week in

paid jobs. Suppose further that they used child care ten to twenty

hours per week including evening babysitting and that otherwise they

split child care responsibilities. They would each get to know the

children and the skills of homemaking and they would have a chance

to spend some time alone together.

With respect to our list of concerns in the section above about

the effects of child care arrangements, androgynous spouses would have

a much keener sense of each other's lives. The 'learned helplessness’

of each sex toward the other's role, might generally disappear. Spouses

who intimately shared responsibilities might feel much less taken for

granted and much less lonely. One can imagine women being very supportive

of a spouse's need to relax after the office and men who no longer

dropped laundry on the floor.

Family financial security would grow, along with family incomes,

since lifetime earnings and one's ability to find and keep a job depend

much more on continuous years in the labor force than on hours per week.

Promotions might come one to three years later for a typical worker

who took a 3/4 time job while the children were small. However if the

typical worker shared family responsibilities with a spouse, who also

worked 3/4 time in a paid job throughout the years of young parenthood,
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each could expect much higher life time earnings than if he or she dropped

out for family responsibilities. Thus the expected later promotions per-

mit much higher (and more secure) family earnings. We would expect that

the quality of life for many people would rise, as they grained another

arena for friends, status , productivity, and self image. Both spouses

would have one work area at home where there is considerable

autonomy over one's work. Women might gain more sleep; men might

gain more options for self-expression and a respite from competition.

Spouses left alone, through death or divorce, would be likely to

survive in both paid work and family life. Men who equally

cared for their children would have, in practice, more rights with respect

to custody and visitation. One can imagine that retirement from child

raising and paid work would be much more comfortable, under circumstances

where both spouses had a wider range of skills and interests. Mid-1life

crises might also be less severe, with a wider range of options offered

by two sets of skills and two incomes in the family.

With respect to discrimination one may imagine that many of the

direct sources of wage and promotional inequality might disappear in

an androgynous society.

&amp;— Both men and women would have equal access to education, training

and jobs. Many couples might choose to share family responsibilities

so completely that neither spouse ever dropped out of school or job

for family reasons. Other couples might choose to have one or the other
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spouse a full-time homemaker for a period of time. Nationally, how-

ever, we might expect androgynous socialization and work patterns to

produce a random distribution of men and women as full time homemakers.

By the same token, sex-based wage differences now attributable to

mobility, years of experience and hours per week in the paid labor force

would also disappear as men and women began to spend their time in

similar ways.

The physiological bases for work differentiation seem already much

muted. Some jobs requiring great strength might remain forever

disproportionately male. These however seem unlikely to produce national

wage gaps between men and women. If there are hormonal differences

of significant importance to work aggressiveness, these may persist.

But we will not know to what extent, if at all, they are important until

we have offered boys and girls equal options in cooperation and assertive-

ness. One may guess from cross-cultural studies that culture-is

enormously important and may ''wash out'' whatever minor hormonal

differences exist.

Motivational differences between men and women (whatever they are)

might be expected to have less and less effect on sex based wage and

promotion gaps. Men who cared directly for children and others, would

find gestation and nursing much less important than lifetime nurturance. Such

men might conceivably be somewhat less driven to create (and to destroy).

Women, on the other hand, knowing they would share financial responsibility,

might work harder to be recruited, paid and promoted appropriately.
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What would happen to the concentration and perseverance required

for extraordinary intellectual, scientific, artistic achtavement? One

may guess that some people will always choose to stay single and/or

childless. Others will find supportive spouses or communes or other

family. Many will simply postpone achievement for a year or several

years. In any case, the achievements will come to both men and women.

What of total social productivity? Is is true one must be young to

innovate? Would the total number of innovations drop? There is some

reason to believe that extraordinary scientific achievements now occur within

several years of taking on new intellectual problems, rather than

necessarily to young people (Tobias, 19 75). (In earlier times, with short

life expectancies and little accumulated knowledge and no information

retrieval, genius may have been associated with youth.)

In modern times, genius often requires extensive teamwork, many

building block experiments, and then a new look. It is not at all clear

that having men and women in part-time work for several years would

jeopardize creative break throughs over a lifetime; indeed many very

innovative people have waxed and waned in creativity several times

throughout a lifetime.

What probably is very important, from the point of view of social

productivity, is that intellectual, artistic and social renius find options

to flower. If we imagine for example, that scientific. artistic, and caring

potential are randomly distributed to males and females, then we could

nearly double the incidence of scientific, ‘artistic and human achievements

by opening all occupations to both sexes. Moreover, while some kinds
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of achievements seem to require a lifelong, even celibate concentration,

other kinds of work seem to require some relief from eoncentration. Thus

children keep some people sane for the laboratory or factory, and the factory

or laboratory keeps them sane for the children.

Finally, from the point of view of social productivity, we may discover

that androgyny provides us with a more caring world. S Supposing more

women, socialized to nurturance and cooperation, get into influential

jobs? And suppose we also socialize our young males to expect to care

for children and others? Might we see a re-ordering of values governance

and management ?

This article makes no pretense to the notion that sex role differentiation

causes all evil and that androgyny will iron out all pain. If sexism begins

to disappear, perhaps we will become caring enough to eliminate racism

and other forms of human violence as well, but it seems likely that we will

move only slowly at best. Some androgynous couples will divorce, and

some men and women will be as miserable with more options as they were

with fewer. There may also be children who would flourish more seeing

their parents less. But on balance one may believe that freeing all humans!

to share in child care on a part-time basis may bring more happiness to

children and adults. Children will have a greater chance to be with some-

one who wants to be with them; both children and adults will be free to

explore their caring and inventive selves.
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SOCIAL POLICIES IN SUPPORT OF ANDROGYNY

Present-day androgynous couples often find it difficult to combine

paid work and family life in an equitable manner. One would therefore

recommend changes in social policies which would make it easier for

parents to share the responsibilities and advantages of home and paid work.

The first and most basic legal and social change should clearly be the

Equal Rights Amendment to the constitution. No other single change would

be more likely to permit protection of males as nurturant parents as well

as protection of women in public life.

With respect to the organization of paid work in our society, many

changes are needed. First there should be a reconsideration of what is

meant by "full-time work''. At a time of structural as well as cyclical

unemployment, it seems reasonable to ask whether full-time work should

be redefined as 30 to 35 hours per week. This alone would permit

young parents more time to share child care as well as spreading the work

of the nation.

Part-time work (part-day, part-week or part-year work) needs systematic

support for both sexes. Discrimination against part-time workers, in terms

of promotion and benefits, should be forbidden. Benefits should be prorated,

including pensions. In general we should take those steps which support

"pumpy'' career ladders, so that parents may work longer and shorter work

weeks, depending on stage in the life cycle. Mandated seniority and pro-

motional patterns, in union contracts and tenure ladders for instance,
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should take account of periods of part-time work. At least 10%of

government jobs should be set aside for part-time workers.

Employers have not traditionally been enthusiastic about the extra

expense of extra sets of paper work involved in hiring proportionately

more (part-time) workers. However I believe we need extensive research

to see whether productivity per hour may not be higher for part-time

workers. It may be that in many jobs part-time workers (more than)

repay the extra expense involved in having proportionately more people.

We need many more flexible time jobs. Some employers can adopt

the system whereby all employees may choose (sometimes for set periods

of time) to come in between 7 a.m. and 10 a. m., to leave between 3 p.m.

and 6 p.m. Others may wish to designate only certain jobs, for flexible

time of a standard type, or individually designed.

Some jobs can be designated for people who need flexible, short-term

leaves of absence. For instance we need more ''undertime'’ jobs where-

by employees can agree to accept 2%, 4% or 6% less salary, on a pro-

rated basis, in return for five, ten or fifteen days leave of absence on

a planned, approved and voluntary basis.

One important structure to support part-time and flexible-hour jobs

is a well-run posting system within organizations. A posting system

means all job openings are widely advertised for a certain period of time

within a given organization. Supervisors describe the job opening, including

a description of whether a job can be part-time, a shared appointment, a
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flexible-hours and/or an undertime job. Such posting systems also

serve the purpose of supporting career development and perhaps should

be mandated by law or fostered by tax incentives.

In times of economic prosperity employers have been reluctant to

institute work structures supportive of family life. However, with high

turnover, worker discontent and budget crunches, many employers are

considering shortened work weeks and flexible hiring plans as a way to

raise productivity and cut costs. Undertime and part-year jobs in part-

icular offer a chance to plan leaves of absence during work lulls; well-run

posting systems help to alleviate the pain of retrenchment while helping

protect long term employees.

Parental leave needs further change in most American firms. We

should consider the parental insurance systems of Sweden, whereby

parents have a right to paid leave up to seven months after a birth; (they

can divide the time between them). We should further consider the Swedish

system of parental sick leave for children's illnesses. At a minimum,

maternity leave should be treated as a temporary disability, (with the

possibility of extended disability). This minimum improvement should

also include unpaid leave for either parent (after maternity leave ends),

up to six months post-partum, and the right to use some days of personal

sick leave for children's illnesses, for children under twelve.

Further changes should include reform of child labor and insurance

laws so children can work (paid or unpaid) in non-exploitative apprenticeships.

Our present segregation of children under age 16 from many work places
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has the effect of keeping age groups unnecessarily apart. We also need

changes in Social Security so that people over 65 can legally continue to

work and earn, so that more grandparents are available to more children.

The definition of work itself needs change. If unpaid homemaking and

child care by full time homemakers were reckoned into the GNP, and de-

fined as "work', we might pave the way for redefinitions of Social Security,

welfare, pensions and other benefits. If Social Security vested in-

dividually in all responsible (paid and unpaid) workers, it would be easier

for both men and women to consider full-time homemaking, without all

the present risks to displaced (abandoned, divorced and widowed) home-

makers. If child rearing were seen as socially constructive work, AFDC

would become payment for child care, with attendant benefits and pensions,

akin to military service, military benefits and military retirement. More-

over if full-time homemakers were seen as responsible workers, socially

as worthwhile as military employees, we would have a stronger theoretical

reason for a universal health plan for all Americans.

Changes in the tax laws could also help family programs. Further tax

write-offs to employers, for family support structures, (like the child care

center write-offs), are badly needed. Work and training-related child care

expenses should be a business expense for income tax purposes, and

should also be allowed where payments are made to (non-spouse) relatives.

Work and training-related child care allowances should be automatic for

families earning incomes below poverty, continuing on a reduced basis
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to a level up to 1.5 times the poverty level.

Finally, we plainly need changes in marriage and divorce law. In

further suppori of displaced homemakers of either sex, in addition to

Social Security changes, we should consider government support for (re)-

training parents who have been full-time at home for, say, ten or more

years. And all of the myriad laws surrounding custody, alimony, visit-

ation and child support should be changed toward equity between men and

WOmE:..

How could we support further attitudinal change toward androgyny ?

First we need much more national information and debate. Many ardent

feminists of both sexes understand women in engineering without under-

standing men in nursing and child care. Yet it is obvious that women

will never be equal in formerly male occupations without a mirror image

change occuring for men. If this were not to occur---if men were not

to have equal opportunity in formerly female occupations---women

would wind up doing 3/4 of the nation's work. This fact, and its

attendant implications for socialization patterns and educational curricula,

need the widest possible discussion.

Fortunately we may presume that androgyny itself may foster androgyny.

Early generations of children raised by both men and women, who see

caring men and self-reliant women, have androgynous role models to

emulate. Today's parents, knowing that a daughter has one chance in

two of becoming a chief wage earner for at least part of her life, are

beginning to support daughters in androgynous patterns. This in turn has
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inevitable consequences for the lives of men. Perhaps if we succeed in

social policies which support androgyny we will reap the benefits, in

terms of increased options for men and women and children. If we lag

in supporting androgyny, we may see yet more anguish, in terms of

personal bewilderment, and of children left more and more alone.

I believe that many men are tired of being asked why they want to

take care of children, of themselves and of others. Many women would

like to be asked. Many women are tired of being asked why they want

a paid career. Many men would like to be asked. Androgyny offers

some new options, for child care and child carers in 1980's.



NOTES

1. Unless otherwise indicated, the data in this section are from the Unco
National Day Care Consumer Survey.

2. In recent years there have been a number of household time budget
studies, which however have varied greatly in methods and population
sample. At least one early study attempted to measure the division of
labor between husband and wife without including child care, an omiss-
ion which seems extraordinary in its illumination of post-war sex-role
stereotyping.

3. The "biological differences'' hypotheses for origins of sex roles have
generally been based on several ideas:

a) women need to be protected somewhat in pregnancy and while
nursing;

b) originally only women could feed infants;
c) men are on the average a little more aggressive and stronger;
d) men perceive themselves as unable to ''create’ and "nurture"

in the same ways as women, and feel themselves "isolated" from the
cosmic chain of generations. They therefore must find some alternative
ways of feeling their lives have cosmic meaning and therefore have a
stronger urge to build monuments and/or destroy and kill, in order to
feel important;

e) because men have external genitalia which change shape in one
kind of creative and masterful activity (intercourse), men have a part-
icular need for their creations to be visible and recognizable and for
their work processes to provide the possibility for promotion, advance-
ment, status and dominance.

4. Absenteeism and high turnover of women used to be considered possible
reasons for systematically paying women less. Most labor economists
however now agree that absenteeism and turnover figures are very much
more strongly affected by occupation and rank than by sex.

5. I believe this to be a leading reason why the high cost of excellent,
formal day care comes as such a shock to some people.

§. One notes with interest that Matina Horner of Radcliffe is finding men
significantly less '"cooperative'' than women in an ongoing research study.
Traditional sex roles, especially with respect to child care, may have made
many men less nurturant and cooperative than women.
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CHILDCARE FOR THE 1080;

Traditional Sex Roles or Aadrogyny?

MARY POTTER ROWE

A young father in Massachusetts recently watched his wife die of
cancer, leaving him and their five young children. Responsible,
caring, ericl-stricken, he went fo the Welfare Department, planning
to quit his job, go on welfare, and stay at home until the youngest
child was in kindergarten. “It is tasteless in our society for a manto
stay home,” he was told. “We will find fosler homes for yowr
children.” The voungfather protesied. upwilling {o lose his children
and unwilling for them to lose him, each ether, and their home, as
well as their mother. His feelings were finally heard, but not unt our
traditions about child care had been vividly dramatized: Responsi-
bility for young children lies with women, and the primary scle of
women is to be with children (Pope Paul VI, 1976).

In this essay we discuss parenthood and child care fron: the point
of view of sev-roles rather than of institutions. Many people use the
words “traditional child-care” in a different way. tc mean “care
within the institution of a nuclear family.” Tor tliese people,
noniraditional care then means care in an institution different from
the nuclear family -say. a commune or day-care center or a 24-hour
state nursery or a household following death or divorce or a lesbian
household. I, on the other hand, will use the words “traditional child
care” to mean responsibility for children and care of young children
by women, under circumstances where men would find it dificult to
care for those children and wheic only women would be comfortable
doing so in our society. Thus, day-care and 24-hour stale centers,
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1 houscholds might all be Multiple avranzoments ave very comunon, with over half of all
f the female child carers carc-using households reporting the father us a regular, supple-
y sex-role siercotlypes so mentary caretaker, thive-lenths regularly using an older sibling, and
male child carers have the an cighth regularly leaving children lone, in addition to the relatives
children. and nonreluiives and formal care reported above as “main types of
Id care, according to the care.” Hours that children are in school after school are aiso an impor-
-amilies, centers, and other tant “child-care arrangement” for two-ninths of all children under 14.
an and wonien have equal Of interest fo the present discussion, we find fathers estimated as

“ach other on who will care fewer than 10% of all “main types? of child cavers, but {hey are
ng, from {radition toward clearly “helping ‘oul™ significantly, as noted above. How much are
smen and men experience men becoming involved in child care? There is scatlered evidence of
vary by age of child or the importance of men as child carers in some specific groups of the
3nCes.) population. For instance, among the families of professional psy-
are arrangements and some chologists, roughly a sixth to a quarter of the care of the children is
sats. The negative conse reported to be by husbands-—-with nonspouse arrangements on the
&gt;n as parf and parcel of the same order of magnitude, and mothers caring for children 60% to
le stereotypes as 3 whole. 70% of the time (Bryson et al., 4976). The Michiean Survey Research

of further androgynous Center study of 5.000 American familics is also reported to have
3 support those options in found many men comparably engaged in child care. And about 8% of

all children under 18 years who were reported living in nonnuclear
families were in nonnuclear families headed by a male, in 1974 (U.S.
Pepariment of Labor, 1974).

AANGEMERTS On the other hand, time budget studies of several years aso
showed that employed mothers spent seven to 10 hours more per

ids with children under 14 week on folal work and work-related activities (including com-
{I estiinate, however, that muting, homemaking, child care, and paid employment) than did
80s will live for some part employed fathers (Holmstrom, 1972; Walker, 1970; Szalai, 1973).2
im some other nonnuclear And the “extra” time devoted by employed mothers was predomi-
nouscholds with children nantly in child care and homemaking. Moreover, there is sone reason
=r than the mother in hey {o believe that fathers, on the averaze, gol more sleep and had more
2; more than half use care {ime in leisure activities than did mothers (L. Harris and Associates,

quarter use a child-care 1970; Szalai, 1973). The mothers, in fact, appeared {o got less than
oul an eighth use care 30 oplimd sleep on a regular basis (Szelai, 1973).

Some cvidence has indicated that the amount of time spent by
ne’s own or another home employed fathers on child care and homemaking depended primarily
another home. Day-care on what these men were otherwise doing; it did not depend very

d preschools, and belore- much on whether the mother had a paid job or on the number of
arise at most a 10th of children in the family (Walker, 1970). On the other hand, some

all houscholds pay no studies appear to indicate that husbands/fathers have performed a
s are reimbursed in kind; little more housework and child care when wives/mothers aie
onsidered “fice.”
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employed, the increase usually expressad as an increase in the of maternity hospitals and
percent of total nomemaking taken on by the husband (Hofman and their child's life, end pra
Nye, 1974). My own experience also indicates that many women day-to-day Jormal care that
pelicve this is the case. However, I now belivve that {he major shift preschoolers (Rowe, 1973).
that occurs when a wife/mother {okes a paid job is that the total (Gerson, 1971) comparable
amount of family work time drops very sharply (by half to « third, even where widespread chi
according to Waller, 1970) and that because the husband's family traditional according to m
work {ime stays nearly the same, lie is doing a larger proportion of woinen-with-children stercoly
{he homemaking. Only in the United Binion

On the basis of my clinical experience 1 believe there may also be a if small, proportions of men
shift in the (ype of work performed by husbands (from less urgent to in Scandinavia and Cuba hn
more urazent). Moreover, the standard deviation in amount of family asserted cqual rights for m
work performed by all husbands may be rising. That is, I believe equal sharing with women &lt;
morc husbands may be doing cither fess family work, because of and socializing the humin 51
moonlizhting, or more, bocause of a shift toward androgyny by appear vet to have taken plac
younger men, while (he “average” amotit of family work performed Support for traditional pr
by “all hushands” has risen only 4 little in the 1970s. on two grounds. First, it i

Of course these eiatistics on child-care arranaeiments fell us better able to care for chile
nothing certain about the attitudes of the child carers and the extent morphologically betler able
to which they are or feel consirained by sex-role stercofvping. But asserted that a wholz secioe
we {ind fathers as primary care eivers (as distinguished from being basis of the biological dill
regular supplementary caretakers) for only -a few percent of thing, because sex role ditfer
American children and mothers as the primary care givers fot nearly in getting done the work ©
half of all U.S. children. Moreover, most mothers retain basic differences in child-rearing
responsibility for children most of the time, and seven-cighths of all did mean that women wer
households use ronmaternal care only 30 hours per week or Jess, oul biological differences with
of the 168 hours in a week (Unco, 1970). Tt is easy, therefore, to meaning in this era of zeK
hypothesize that serious sex-role stereotyping with respect 10 and bottle feeding. Homo
children is very important in the 11S. 000 : may also have meant tha

Comparable statistics do not exist for other countries. We know providers, in an age of hunt
that, in predominantly rural areas of the world, it is nsually women not generally true in our &amp;
who care for children, at liome or at work and nsuallytogether with ation and human organiza
other women, or that older children care for younger children under beliove that the traditional
the eye of a nearby adult, In other industrialized nations more Like alion is no longer help
our own, sex-role differentiation appems to be as common asin the androgyny offers a more ef
United States. In at least 18 other nations with time budget surveys, as well as for other employs
patterns are reported simitar 10 those in the United States (Roby,
1075: Szalal, 1373),

In the Soviet Linion, top sovernment officials will sav, “We believe
women to be better suited to child care”; Soviet fathers are kept out
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as an increase in the of maternity hosnildds and have no paternity leaye the fret yeur of
= husband (Hoffman and their child's life. and ‘practically: no men are involved in the
~ates that fnany woh day-to-day formal care that affects parhaps 4077 of Soviet erban
ave that the major shift preschoolers (Rowe, 1973) In Chine (Sidel, 1977) and in Ismael
sid job is that the total (Gerson, 1971) comperable sex-role differentiation obtains. Thus
-rply (by half to a third, even where widespread child-care systems dre avalible, they are
sse the husband’s family iraditionn according to my view and tend lo maintain the
-s a larger proportion of wonien-with-children stersotype.

Only in the United States and Scandinavia do we find significant,
slieve there may also be a if small, proportions of nen involved in formal child care. And only
2nds (from less urgent to in Scandinavia. and Cuba have top government leaders systematically
ajon in amount of family asserted equal rights for-men in the home and with children and
ising. That is, } believe equal sharing with women cf social responsibility for reproducing
“amily work, because of and socializing the human species. Nowhere does that equal sharing
: toward androgyny by appear yet 1o have taken place.
family work performed Suppert for traditional practices and policies has generally rested
2 1970s. on two grounds: First, it js asseried that women are biologically
-2 arrangements fell us better able to carve for. childien and that men are hormonally and
id carers and the extent morphologically better able to support a family. Sccond, it is
-x-role stereotyping. But asserted that a whole socioeconomic system has been erected on the
distinguished from being basis of the biological differences and that this system is a good
aly a few percent of thing, because sex-role differentiation has been effective and efficient
ary care givers for nearly in getting done the work of the world. It is my point of view that

st mothers retain basic differences in child-rearing capabilities and requirements formerly
and seven-eighths of all did mean that women were better adapted to child care, but that
ars per week or less, out biological differences with respect to parenting no longer have snuch
. 1 Is casy, therefore, to meaning in this era of zero population growth, planned parenthood,
yping with respect {o and bottle feeding. Hormenal and morphologic differences in men

may also have meant that males were in some societies better
‘her countries. We know providers, in an age of hunting and frontier life. 1 believe that this is
ald, it is usually women not generally true in our services-oricnted economy, where coopli-
ad usually together with ation and human organization are so exceptionally important. |
i youngerchildren under believe that the traditional social and economic sex-role differenti-
lized nations more like ation is no longer helpful to industrialized society and that
be as common as in the andropyny offers a more effective and humane systems for child care
ith time budget surveys, as well us for other employment.

=United States (Roby,

als wil say, “We believe
viet fathers are kept out
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WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF PRESENT-DAY EFFECTS OM WCMEN Alin}

CHILD-CARE ARRANGEMENTS? Omar traditions ahoy

EFFECTS ON CHILDREN happiness lo many ine
the Iraditions equally

Many experts in recent years have surveyed the evidence con- different traditions, w
cerning the effect on children of different child-care arrangements. andfor men shared in:
Extensive and exhaustive, these reviews regularly conclude that and their families have
stable, responsive, consistent care is important, indeed critical, to There are many we
young children. Recent studies also conclude that care of this nature either ignoring the moo
can be delivered by a variety of different kinds of people, men and are happy for yours
women, teenagers and grandparents, single and muitipie attachment constrained and cont
fisures, in a varicty of settings (Fein, 1974; Howell, 1973a, 19730; discussion we will cos
Kolclchuck, 1972; Talbot, 1976). Althoueh questions have been roles with resnect {0 ¢
raised about the effect of 24-hour care on children in mstiiutions providing options. (An
(Bowlby, 1951), in kibbutzim (Bettelheiny, 1970), or in J4-howr traditionally, so oplio
centers in the Soviet Union (Rowe, 1975) or about the effects of too selfing, whore only '{!
nuich violent felevision, by and large Ht Js very difiicult to ensuing discussion pre
demonstrate long-term effects on children from any kind of our present child-care
nonabusive care and education arrangement (Rowe, 1974h; While of quences are due {o the
al., 1973). The public consensus in the United States also appears to than just {o child care.
be swinging toward a belief that child care may help socialize reasons why sex-roie «
children, especially tiicse in small families (Morgan, 1975; Uneo, present, however, | bel
1976) and that parentul employment and child care may make symbolize all the reas
children more independent. Jt seems reasonable to conclude that most powerful remaini
many types of arrangements are suitable for children, where the In this sense then ih
environment is safe and supportive and there are consistent, warm, differentiation in th
responsive, stable attachment figures as caretakers (Talbot, 19706). arrangements. |

On the other hand, numerous observers believe that families need The Sense of Sepa
more support (Howell, 1976; Talbot, 1976), that children are that children and fan
happier when they see more of their fathers (Green, 1976), and that through our early soci
children mizht be happier with several ditterent parental figures fo gation of most men's
turn to instead of depending exclusively on overworked, isolated industrialized societies.
mothers (Howell, 1976). And many people are deenly concerned by by the extent to whi
the number of children under the age of 10 who are now regularly other’s experivnce.
Jeft alone. or who are in abusive care situutions-—-numbers which may More damaging yot
total 107%or more of our young children. end women cannot ult

life-style. Liberal men
into, say, encincering.
care, this same Libera]
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IF PRESEN T.I

we ay EFFECTS OR WOMEN AND BEN
Our traditions zhout women and children bring great joy and

happiness to numy men and women, Others have for decades ignored

2 Sveyed fhe otitenniie the seinen equally bop Still fhe were brought up in
ferent child-care Wi eon on fratlitions, Gi women shared financial responsibility
fiews reeularly ln Fido men has in = Hime activities; many of these people
important, rte no oa and their families have also thrived.

anclude that care Wa ee ) to There are my pose eng men, however, who ie not happy
ent kinds of Sonn either ipnoring {he modal jradiion oF living within it. And still She
male and bi i i are happy for yours with fraditional sex roles on {then fecl
1974; Howell, Ir Huey constrained and confined and futons ond bewildered. In this

though questions a, Got we will concentrate on the difficulties Sin traditional
re on children in ig roles with respect 5 child care Saree are Io mainly ah
‘heim, 170%, or i i providing options. {(Androzyay includes peopl being fregito behave
53 07 lions ais Eady traditionally, so options aie more. ki than in a traditions!
EC Bis very difficuls setting, where only the Gling sex roles are appropnate.) The
Sidon from RE 2 ensuing discussion presents ‘what soc as negative consequences of
ent (Rowe, 1974): White i our present child-care arrangements. In a lnyoer sense these conse-
United States ate odes n quences are due to the whole patiemn of sex-role stereotyping rather
ld care may help te than just to child care. And, as we noted above, there may be several
ilies (Morgan, 1975. ie " reasons why sex-role differentiation occurred in he first place. Al

and child care in a : present, however, I believe that Shioo arrangements have come fo
T2S00ab% In conclude a he symbolize all the reasons for sex is they constitufe perhaps the
le for children Nis a most powerful ng institutionalization of our stercotypes. It is
there are Conte ic in {his sense then et ] present oe CONSEqUENCes of fol

aetakers (Talbot 2 arm, differentiation in the context of consequences of child care
is believe {] ik 763. arrangements.

1976), Chil sie The Sess of Sopmrntoness of Mei and Women. The presumption
21s (Green, 1976) Mio that children ih family yore Nh s work has, |] believe, Jed
ferent SOE iat through our say sociatizaiion palterns to a ex irpmeiny fore
7 0h overworked NE patios of mos hey s lives from most a S lives, Semen in
2 are deeply Ml, i" fog industrialized societies. In my own work 1am continually impressed
10 who are at WE oy by fhe extent to which men and women do not understand cach
BON hes i ne other’s experience. |

Hea may More damaging vet is the frequent presumption that, at base, men
and women cannot ultimately understand cach other or hive the sane
life-style. Liberal men will often support the entrance of women
into, say, enzinecring. But, then, if someone asks about men in child
care, this same liberal may ask, “But could men really take care of
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children as well as women?” The Sovict Union and China assert parent(s) sh
complete equality for women. These countrics have, however, be slecping.)
descgregated only lower and middle-level “male” occupations, sleep. How
leaving child care and homemaking (and top-policy positions) as workers with
segregated as ever. Conservative—and radical-—women also often and few hail
speak os if only women could care for children. We are all able to earn i
recustomed to hearing very conservative women speak this way, but means that, i
it is sometimes as true for radical women. Revolutionary feminists primarily wh
deplore the oppression of women which may result from WOMCH'S little woking
traditional child-care responsibilities. But then some radical feminists Lonelines:
furn to discussions of cestation in test tubes and of child care in and resent.
24-hour day care centers in a way which appears by exclusion lo rebellious ci.
accept the notion that fathers and children might damage cach when a spo
other's lives. In other words, some feminists reject the oppression of fulfilment. ©
individual women, but then turn to day-care (provided largely by lonely.
women) as if it were an improvemdnt. Some improvement may in Financial
fact occur; the caretakers are usually paid (at low rates) and secure (han
sometimes have each other to talk with, but the traditional sex-role under more
pattern obtains. } stay ata habs

Another result of traditional thinking is that fares numbers of men carner provi
and women, including, sadly, some parents, have concluded that {rain or rein
children and/or child care is too much for them (as distinguished exparicnce ©
from those who limit their families for idealistic reasons). For So also dot
example, Ann Landeis recently reported that 705% of 10,600 parents who have ne
who wrote her about having children reported that they “would not we would h
do it again.” And a recent Gallup Poll reported that ene in 10 of all Spouses Vii
mothers randomly surveyed “regretted having children” (McCall's, have a much
1973) for themsaly

Loneliness. Present chid-care arrangements are lonely for many Deprivatic
parents. Isolated mothers and paid caretakers are often lonely; men chance of
who commute and mooniight and do not see their families are often parenthood
lonely. Marriages in which one spouse is a homemaker, working 99 rights to cu
hours por week, and tire other works overtime or moonlizhts up to "Less oft
80.90 hours per week are hard on communications. The dispro- where ther
portionate numbers of depressed youny mothers (Radioft, 1975) the specids
iMluminate the sadness of spouses with not enoush chance to be with of a child «
those they love. : much 100

Moreover, in many of the shared parenting arrangements that now modern fo
exist, the parents both work ful time in paid jobs, with onc or both as much &amp;
(often the father) in charg of tlic children during hours when the perhaps 1»
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Union and China asseit parent(s) should be sleeping. (Of course the children may then 010
-ountrics have, however, be sleeping.) lore the parents she care. cometiinics of the price of
wel “male” occupations, sleep. - However, since Our society a8 a whole 15 tal up oy paid
! fop-policy positions) os workers without child-cate responsibilities {with fied working hours
.dical—-womc also often and few pal-time and (rec-quarier-ime jobs), the paraais may be
cor children. we are all able to carn WO ihcomcs only By staguerng their work hours. This
women speak this way, but geans that, jn many two-job families, one pareitt iS with the children
-n. Revolutionary feminists primarily when the children are asteeP and also that the parents have

ay result from Women’s Kitle waking of sleeping time {occther.
then some radical feminists 1oneliness exacts a high price. There can be a SENS of desperation
tubes and of child core in and resentment when a Spouse alone must care for a sick child or a
-h appears by exclusion 10 rebellious child; there cai be a sense of desperation and resentment
Jjidren mizht damage each when a Spouse alone must face a layoff or middie age without
sts reject the oppressien of fulfilment. Sexual relationships suffer zcutely when Spouses are

y-care (provided fareely by jonely.Some japrovement may in Financial Difficulties. Families with one wage earner are Jess
vpaid (a low rates) and secure than those In which there are lwo. A single wage cancer is

 but the {yaditional sex-10i¢ under more pressure {o succeed, to compete, 10 nave to. travel, 10
slay al a hated job in grader {0 survive uncem ployment. A second WEES

is {that large numbers of men earner provides a buffer, sO his or her SPOUSE may chant jobs of
-rents, have concluded that {ain or refrain. A widowed OF divorced spouse without labor force
a for them (as distinguished experience faces a very bleak world, financially @nd psychologically.
for idealistic reasons). Tor So also do the homemaker parents whose children have grown and
3 that 70%of 10,000 parents who have no rurther identity 10 tum to. Finally, o{ any given time
ported that they “would not we would have many millions move families ON welfare, if both
reported that onc in 10 of all spouses Were not in paid employment. Tyo Wage earners obviously
3 having children” (McCall's, fave a much better chance to providea reasonable ctandard of hving

for themsalves and their children.
ements are lonely for many Deprivation from Nurturance. Each parent {aces &amp; significant
~takers are often lonely; men chance of widowhood Of divorce. hiosl youuig men {ace single
sot see their families arc often parenthood without enough training {for thetask and without equal

is a homemaker, working 99 rights {0 custody and child companionship and support.
overtime of moonlights up to Less often recognized is the gross deprivation of most pign oven
communications. The Qispro- where these is nO widowhood Of divorce. Occasionally, We deplore
ang mothers (Radioff, 19735) tlic specter of men governing ow nation who have never teken care
- not ¢nough chance 10 be with of a child or an aeed parent Of apelorevena plant. Occasionally, itmuch too rarely, We {ake note of the fact that m odern manniers and

renting arrangements that now modern foremen need to be purturant, sensitive, and patient al least
~ in paid jobs, with onc or both as much as they need to be a0eressive, brave, and {ough. We sec this
qildren during hours when the perhaps most clearly as We view with concern d coneration of women
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who might become managers without being socialized to take care of requireimenis hi
other people. aud ave fell vy

It is extremely rare for us fo discuss in public what it means for Econocintic &amp;.
individual men to be cut off from children and other direct, personal, the difficuliics
nurturant activitics. The belie! that men may reasonably spend thelr patiecns, poriurs
lives without the right or expectation ef direct caretaking may lead acainst women. i
to a variety of damage. One knows runny men who do not physically occur with mrp
or emotionally take care of themselves, who lose much of their joy in benefits, work am
life by being cut off from their feelings, who suffer considerably In of sox inequulily
childhood, adolescence, and manhood by competing with other and women; wor
males, who have essentially lost the sense of meaning and continuity men’s wages. Poo
of life by being cut off from aged parents and children, by being quantified, it «5
sanitized at every turn from human emotion. The female experiences mation. Foonca!
of separateness and loneliness, bad as they are, scem {9 me mild sonic estimate ©
compared with the destruction of self involved in our culting off controlling for =
many men from their nurturant selves and their caring potential, cccupations, aad

Work Satisfaction and Leisure Satisfadtion. Analyses of work yasidual cap fo Tr
satisfaction indicate that some people value work for the process of upon those siads
working, some for the product, some for the remuneration, some for jsolate direct dis
work-group relations. Some value status, the chance for creativity, How auch oi
the sense of autonomy over one’s work, Joy in leisure-time activities indirectly {0 sex
is similarly related. from sex-rofc J

In traditional families each parent has only one work arcna in of the discussie:
which to scek satisfaction, friends, status, a sense of identity, and a discrimination is
sense of challence and growth. If the home environment or the ation in roles v.°
paid-work environment happens fo provide. the right processes, average, single
products, remuneration, friends, status, creativity, and autonomyfor respect to edule
the parents assioned to that environment, all is well. But for many wages. And we
people having only onc work arena provides a severe sense of reversed for mL.
constraint. Leisure activities are often similarly constrained. More- children, But oo
over, the inequity of work-status and leisure-activity status between Lind of won
husband and wile in traditional families means that it is hard for discrimination {
many to maintain the love and comradeship which flourish between Hay. weil, other
equals. exactly how io

. Finally, just the presumption that each individual will conform to onc-io-one Gi
(he requirements of a stereotyped and arbitrary role is felt by many child care, On ©
fo be very constricting. This feeling has probably become more outlines of theo
pronounced in recent years. In a simple society, role differentiation economic disor:
still permitted a wide range of expression. In the specializations of To bevin wit
industrialism, much of this range has been lost, so that role wace pap batty
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lized to take cave of requirements have become for many people much more constraining
and sre folt by many to be destructive to individuals,

tic what it means for Economic vid Educational Discrimination Against Women. Of all
~ther direct, personal, the difficultics caused by and symbolized by traditional chtiid-cure
ansonably spend their patterns, perheps the best understood is economic discriinination
+ caretaking may lead against women. Discrimination against women is often alleged to
who do not physically occur with wspect to education, job recruitment, promotion,
« much of their joy in venefits, work ambiance, and the wage gap (unequal pay). The index
cuffer considerably in of sex inequality most fiequently cited is the wage gap between men
-ompeting with other and women; women’s wages on the average are less than 607% of
Leaning and continuity men’s wages. Because the wage gap between men and women is easily
ad children, by being quantified, it is the most easily analyzed indicator of sex discrimi
“he female experiences nation. Economists interested in discrimination often begin with
are, seem to mc mild some estimate of wooo gaps and then seek, to explain these gaps by
od in our cutting off controlling for education, years of experience, entrance into given
's caring potential, occupations, and promotional patterns, thereafter assigning any
mn Analyses of work residual sap to “pure” or dikect discrimination. Many feminists look
ork for the process of upon these studies as analyzing indirect discrimination in order to
-smuneration, some for isolate direct discrimination.

chance for creativity, How much of gross wage geps can be attributed directly or
inleisure-time activities indirectly fo sex-role differentiation in child care, as distinguished

from sex-role differentiation in general? Jicie again, as with the rest
aly one work arena in of the discussion above, we cannot be sure exactly what part of
nse of identity, and a discrimination js caused by, and what is symbolized by, differenti
2 environment or the alion in roles with respect to child care. We do know that, on the
2 the right processes, ‘average, single women and childfree women have done better with
wily, and autonomy for respect to cducation, labor force participation, promotions, and
11s well. But for many wages. And we know that these “success” patterns are in general
des a severe sense of reversed for men, who typically thrive better when married and with
arly constrained. More children. Bul we do not know enough about selection factors (what
activity status between kind of women choose fo remain childfice?) or about indirect
sans that jt is hard for discrimination (what kind of women do men prefer to promote and
which flourish between pay well, other things being equal?). And economists disagree on

exacily how lo analyze the gross wage 2aps. Thus there is no exact
tividual will conform fo one-to-one evidence on the discriminatory importance of sex roles in
ary role is fell by many child care. On the other hand, we do know some of the broad
“tobably become mole outlines of the effect of child-care patterns and how they may affect
Ay, role differentiation cconomic discrimination,
the specializations of To begin with, muny economists believe that a large part of the
oi Jost, so that volt wage gap between men and women can be explained by occupational
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seeregation  (abne, 1973). Women are in general found in anatomy and alvo li
certain oscupations which pay rather low wages or nonc at all, ities, Althourh hishe

Sysiematically low wares in “women’s” occupations are variously motherhood, i 1s sii
explained by “crowding,” “tastes,” and human capital theory. Child-care responsi
“Crowding” is thought to resuit in lower wages for women because have full responsitiil
women have unequal access to many jobs. This produces a crowding educational opportun
of women into a few occupations such that their average produc- During ihe 15703
tivity in these few occupations is lower than that of men in other universities in sew Li
occupations (Bergmann, 1974). The “tastes” argument suggests that on this subject. Tor
employers and consumers simply “don’t like” women in certain jobs ‘professor at a profes
or “assume they are inferior” and therefore discriminate against they “promise lo slo
them (Arrow, 1972; Phelps, 1972). Both of these arguments would have only recently px
sugeest that there is a psychological reason for denying women access Many olhers still do
to well-paying positions. Human capital theory suggests that women graduate work and re.
arc on the average paid less than men because they are less By the same loko
productive and that they are less productive primarily because they recruitment interview
are less well educated and trained. AN of these theories find stories of women not
justification in empirical studies. presumptions about t

In addition to waze gaps produced by occupational segregation, To the (relativly
most economists agree that part of the gross wage gap can be year, and years poi lil
explained by differences in real and expecied labor force partici- it is cosy fo see ay
pation—hours per week, weeks per year, years per lifetime.® But child-carc arrangeiner
most now agree that these differences are less important than those in the paid labor for
rooted in occupational segregation. And most also agree that week than fathers,
straightforward unequal pay for equal work is of only minimal between paid and ung
importance. Another area of ¢

How do our traditional expectations about child cave lead to wage between labor fore
saps? One may raise hypotheses all along the line, with respect (o girect hos lo dow
each theory above. Some have suggested that crowding and “dis- Social Security. Adc
criminatory tastes” arise in part from a desire by males to men, but for women
compensate for not being able to gestate or purse babies. This theory nearly 300% of family
sugcests that men have more need than women to create and control another estimated 20
outside the family and that they have a signal fear of competing in GNP. Yet million:
directly with women because of a primitive fear that they cannot without vacation tim
really compete, with respect to creation (Rowe, 19742). partly because much

With respect to hwnan capital theory, many have suggested that unpaid work in the b
the reason that women ask for and are permitted Jess education and as mothers have be
Jess valuable training is that they need less education because their because of the wags;
chief role is to mary and have chilaren, In the 19th century, benefits, where they
prolonged study was widely believed to be teo strenvous for female quite directly from ¢
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arc in general found in anatomy and also Hkely to weaken a WOMAn's reproductive capabil-
low wages of none ai ail. ities. Although highey education is po longer considered damasing 10
s” occupations are variously motherhood, it oti] widely considered unnecessary {er ypotihers,
ind human capital theory. Child-care 1esponsibilitivs andl ihe presumption (Gut Nomen should
+ wages for women because have full responsibility for children still directly interfere with equal

vs. This produces a crowding educationul opp oriwniics {or women.
y {hat their average proguc- During the 1970:, in ihe COUIsC of my work in and around
+ than that of men in other universities in New England, | reromber many very direct statements
stes” aroument suggests that on {his subject. Yor example, there was the admissions committee
i ke” women in certain jobs professor at a professional «hoc! who would admit women only if
erefore discriminate against they ‘promise to stay celibate here.” Many educational institutions
-h of thes: arguments would nave only recently permitied pregnant women {0 continue to study.
sn for denying women aCeess Many others «till do not have roasonable provisions for pari-time
theory suggests that women graduate work and residencies for youn parents.

men because they are less By the samt token. we still find daily stories of women asked In
;olive primerily because {hay recruitment interviews aboul reir family plans and contraception of
All of thess theories find stories of women not offered jobs of promotions OF raises because of

presumptions &lt;hout their family fife,
hy occupational segregation, To the (relatively minor) extent that hours per week, weeks per
fhe gross wage gap can be year, and years par lifetime are important in explaining the wage gap,
~xpecied labor force partick- jt is easy fo sce a vevy direct connection butween our traditional
&gt;2r, years pei lifetime.® But child-care arrangements and labor force participation. With mothers
-re less important than those in the paid labor force typically working a much Jonger total work
And ‘most also agree that wooly (han fathers, Hf is casy 10 understand the direct conflict

1 work is of only minimal between paid and unpaid work.Another arcd of economic discrimination where the relationship
1bout child care lead fo wage between labor force participation and traditional child care is very
sng the line, with respect to direct has td do with bonefits—health care, vacations, pensions,
ed that crowding and “dis- Social Security. Adequate benefils coverage does not yet exist for
-om a desire by males lo men, but for women the situation i. much worse. Women produce
= or nurse babies. This theory pearly 30%of family incomes; gross national product vould rise by
women to create and control another estimated 2s if the unpaid work of women were included
«a signal fear of competing in GNP. Yet millions of women are without adequate health care,

-nitive fear that they cannot without vacation tine, without appropriate Pensions. This happens
(Rowe, 1974a). partly because much part-time work carries no benefits, because
y, many have suggested that unpaid work in {he home caries no direct benefits, because women
permitted less education and as mothers have been considered thew husbands’ dependents, and
less education because their because of the wage £2p discussed above, which means that women’s

dren, In the 19th contuty, benefits, where they exist, are often lower. All these facts follow
be too strenuous for female quite directly from (he traditional vision of women as child carers.
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Another and similar cconomis problem concerns our inadequate What About 2
income {ax deductions for chiid cave. Money paid for child care may not now be
should be reckoned as a bushitoss expense, which moans i should be people, faced ©
subtracted before the estimation of taxable come. Instead, and external fo tho!
probably partly because child care is traditionally not paid for, we the government
have an inadequate deduction, which constitutes another economic Excellent chil
discrimination. children, especind

Finally, as we consider economic discrimination, the subtle rai-bitten, the ou:
importance of traditional child care may be much greater than we directly improve
know (Rowe, forthcoming). To the extent that women and men thelr. lives, Iw
maintain the imeaee of women as dependent child carers {despite the conditions tial w
fact {hat women in paid and unpaid employment micht actually With rospect
account for about 567% of a properly reckened GNP), it is easler for certainly alléviat
us all unconsciously to discriminate against women in paid work (and insecurity we dis
men in unpaid work). of all parents w

In addition, the woman whose total word experience has been in home. However,
unpaid work nay heisel! have a poor idea what she is “worth.” As basis, as H wow
she considers paid work, she may have a tendency to think in terms separateness bed
of her “next best” (or “fall back”) cceupation, which is {0 be paid {urance, the wo
nothing in direct wages. Such women, and men too, may think of her fact, on bala
work as “not worth very much,” and by extension the work of all contribute ss i
women may seem not to be worth very much. When “all women” options. In party
are imazined to be restricted to “nurturance,” itis easier to think of unpaid child-ca
women as all alike; one need not then worry about rewards for tional scorepail
individual productivity. ; discrimination.

As we consider our own homemaking and child care, which Full-time do
usually have no direct price, some may consider these activities to be hours per wel
“worth” very little, and others may consider them “priceless.” Many SOME parents.
people in fact argue eloquently that no financial Gzure can approach many parents
the value of human care; they would bate to sce all caretaking paid their children
for. 1 find this feeling casily understandable. However, 1 believe that, In summary
if most nurturance is not to be cash paid, it should generally be U.S. child-ssre
shared equally between men and women. One can, in other words, entiation of
believe in the value of child care and ail nurturant activities without author belioves
accepting systematic economic and educational discrimination maintaining off
acainst women. In fact, it is the premise of this article that one can respect to chik
belicve in children and child care, without ail of the separateness, toward caring |
loncliness, financial insecurity, deprivation from nurturance, work in the quulily
and jeisure dissatisfactions, and discrimination which are at present discussion of a
part of our inheritance from traditional sex reles.
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sas our inadequate What About Duy Core? Ve have argued het traditional oh’id cove
raid tor child care may not now be ideal for children and parents end familie: any
CIS 1 should ho people, faced. with these feolings, advocate universal ohild care

seme. Instead, and external to the home, avilable 24 hows per day and subsidized by
ly not paid for, we the government on a &lt;liding fee seule,
- another cconomic Excellent child cure would ceriainly spear to the ndeds of many

children, especially thoze now ft alone, the matnourished, the
tion, the subde rat-bitien, the abused. Provision of better care for all children would
&lt;hgreater than we directly improve the lives of a fourth of our population for a fifth of
f women and men their lives. It would rescue at feast 10% of our children from
ares (despitethe conditions that we cught {6 consider intolerable.

sb might actually With respect to parents, the availability of excellent eare would
NP), itis easier for certainly alleviate some of the loneliness and much of the financial
1 paid work (and insecurity we discussed above. itis an absolute necessity forthe 10th

of all parents who wre single, cspedially if they work outside the
“rie has been in home. However, day-care delivered on a traditional, woman-oricnted
HB worth,” As basis, as it is now, might not do much to alleviate the sense of
to think in terms separalencss between men and womin, the deprivation from nur

ach is to be paid turance, the work dissatisfaction), and cconomic discrimination. In
-may think of her fact, on balance, our present day-care arrangements probably
n the work of aj contribufe as much fo traditional siereotvpes as {hey provide
wen ell women™ options. In particular, the employment of women in paid as well as
easier to think of unpaid child-care arrangements probably substantiates the occupa-
oul rewards for tional segregation which is the strongest source of ceonomic

0 dere id discrimination. )
ave, whith Full-time day-care, on the average about 8.5 hours a day, 42.5

* mummers to be hours per week, probably also causes some feelings of deprivation for
Priel” Many some parents. 11 seems probable (hat, if they had optimal choices,
ki a many farses oy prefer to be a to tus somewhat more care of
wv | bediShad their children than is the Ci with full-time Ga :
5 porous rs In ny of sections oa have Irving paid nd pig
th he ons U.S. child-care pranmicnis, which Se a iii ee Siler
hitiod ith entiation of ih Worx 504 30% Join in havin Siikian ih
at author pra that fis angen b i Jpees frets ie

HEI ans eu mst oning ol other altribules of = oles. sae Spiam both
oe : respect to child care and new socialization patterns for both sexes

a, foward caring for filam wind ctheis ily ps major difference
9 2 Prost in the quality of hiz for adults and children. This leads us to a

o discussion of androgyny.

sat mens Em es
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ANDROGY HY AND CHILD CARE being very suppotie
men no longer dior

Androzyvny means that how people spend their time should be Family financial 53
influenced primarily byskills and inteiests, not by sender. Ht would since lifetime earning
mean that men and women would equally share financial responsi- depend much meee ©
bility and child-care and homemaking responsibilities. Equal sharing hours por week. Prom
of responsibilities would not necessarily mean that men and women a typical ‘worker Ww
would exactly divide the laundry and the diapers and the bills. children were small.
Rather, there would be a social dnd legal presumption that responsibilities with s
performance of these duties would be negotiated between spouses, a paid job throuchae
of a coplinuous Kfctime basis, with. equal moral rights and expect much Widhoe
responsibilities. for family respons

The theoretical basis of androzyny is the proposition that both permit much hizher
men and women have both “masculine” gnd “feminine” potential expect that the gun!
withregard to character development (where “masculine” is taken in sained another are
the traditional sense of “instrumeniel” and “feminine” in the Doth SPOUSES would
traditional sense of “nurturant™). There is no presumption that be considerable aulo
individuals should (or could) all be alike, but that everyone nas some sleep; men mich ga
nurturant and some instrumental potential, from competition.

In individual instances, of course, an androgynous sociely would Spousas oft alon
support responsible childiessness and full-time homemakers that were survive in both paid
female, as well as miste. But the society as a whole would be setup to their children woul
support male and female parents as wage-carners and to support male custody and visitat!
and female wane-earners as parcats, in whatever responsible patterns raising and paid 3
that spouses might choose. circumstances in Wy

Let us take the example of a young couple with the modal one or interests. Midlife
two children. In a sociely which supported young parents to WOK ill of options oficic.
half-time or three-guarter-time paid jobs, the family would receive family.
one or one and a half salaries. Suppose both parents worked 30 hours With respect 10
a week in paid jobs. Suppose further that they uscd child care 10 to direct sources of w
20 hours per week, including evening baby-sitting, and that otherwise any androgynous s
they split child-care responsibilities. They would each get to know access to educalio
the children and the skills of homemaking and they would have a to share family ros
chance to spend some time alone together. dropped out of ss

With respect to our list of concerns in the section above about the might choose to ke
effects of child-care arrangements, androgynous spouses would have for a peitod of
a much keener sense of each other's lives. The “learned helplessness” androzynous OCH:
of cach sex toward the other's role might gencraily disappear. distribution of Ir
Spouses who intimately shared responsibilities mizht feel much less same token, sex-b
taken for grantsd and much less lonely. One can fminzine women vears of experi
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LD oARE being very supportive of a spoustTsnced to relax after the office und

spend their time should be Sig ol Sr ny J the Jour : la Tatra
ssa not bp sender. Yemen Pony finan Jovi win ro along with oily neces,
ly share thneial rete oe. lizzie ghrnnt he one : bly» find rd keep 2 3
esponsibilivies. Equa! sharia depend much mo on Sonne years in the labor force th on
. mean that men and hen iors prt wok. rometiom nga toms one io Inree yonts ater 107

. ICH. wypical worker WhO Yo K three-quarter- dab while ihe1 the diapers and the bills. : i a F i &gt; 2 th oe Gi 1
ad oot plostmption that children ye Fa. Howoves, ¥ the typical worker shared family
nesotinted betyreon spouses, responsibililies YI a ps who also worked three-quarter-ime m

nh cqual moral rights a a paid job usughout the years of young parenthood, cach could
- expect much higher lifetime earnings {han if he or she dropped out

the wroncsiilon that str, family supa. Thus the expected later pronation;
I Hanshi permit High Boney {ang Li SPCWIE) family aT, Me Youd
ir onneanting is fakon : ex pect Hh the quality oi fo many peopl would 1ise, os Ley
1% ant rata Io the ied another ung fo friends, So predretiiiy, pod sellimnee
wo 35 90 presmption at Both Spouses wold have Onc WOIR orn 2 ome where there would
ont thot oriiy ai I ho be considerable autonomy Over one s work. cmen might gain more
or ihn leew; men might gan more cptions for self-expression and a respite

Srliamnins astots Yel : from sompeining. | oh
HE othe brs tht Spouses Jeft alone, through death or divorce, would be Hiely {0
AWhol weed nd vat hi Dees in bom paid work and family life. Men who satay eared for

BPes and to RpOr : {heir children would hove, in practice, more rights with respect to
Dotovar Serena i custody and visimiion. One can imagine that retirement from child

fa S .: yaising and paid work would be much more confortable under

Sal we He nn dt sand Io | drei in which ho spouses had a wider range of skills and
30 hyn Datents fi wos th interests. Midlife crises might also be less SCVETS, with a wider range

5tlie family would reslve of options offered by two sets of kills and two incomes in the

th parents worked “ev us fly. ft BL
t thing mend hil Gave Li x With respect fo fsgrimimstion, one may imaging thot ALY of the
Ssltthin and that otirrwics + direct sources of wage and preston inequality might disappear in
¥ would cach get fo We an PHOPEIENOUS Shasty, Both me i Mon i have syd
22 and they would hove 2 access 10 sfineshion, imag, and jobs. ny coupes micht choose

to share family 1esponsibilities sO completely thal neither spouss ever

ie seotion alive ies dropped out of school or a Sob for family FRasOns. Other conplog
THOUS sonus would have - might choose to have one or he other spouse as full-time hamemupes
The “learned ae . Jor a period of te, mien, however, we micht expect
Hat generally aw androgynous socialization and work patterns to prpde A a
lor minke food mich hi Ssh of men and Nome as Lr the
Gis cory Danii lines same token, scx-based wage differences BOW attributable to mobility,

: % years of experience, and hours per week mn the paid Jubor force
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would also disappear as men and women began to spend their time in What probably 55 vy
similar ways, productivity, is hit

The physiological bases for work differentiation scem already oplions to flower. Ir w
puch muted. Some jobs requiring great strength mizht remain and caring potentinis
forever disproportionately male. These, however, seem unlikely to females, then we coud
produce national wage gaps between men and women. If there are artistic, and human acl
hormonal differences of significant importance 1o work aggressive- sexes. Moreover, while
ness, these may persist. But we will not Know to what extent, if at Jelong, oven colibate
all, they are important until we have offered boys and girls equal yoquire some relief In
options in cooperation and assertivencss. One may guess from people sake for ihe
cross-cultural studies that culture is enormously important and may Jaboratory keeps than
«wash out” whatever minor hormonal differences exist. : Finally, Noni tha n

Motivational differences between men and women (whatever they discover that andre)
are) mizht be expected to have less and less effect on sex-based wage Suppose that more w
and promotion gaps. Men who cared directly for children and others ation, got ino infiuen
would find gestation and nursing much less important than lifetine Our young makes lo ox
nurturance. Such men mizht conceivably be somewhat less d riven 10 see a reordering of vel
creatz (and to destroy). Women, on the other hand, knowing they Thies article mates
would share financial responsibility, might work harder to be differentiation catiias
recruited, paid, and promoted appropriately. pain. If sexism beoins

What would happen to the concentration and perseverance encugh to elimnnaie m2
required for extraordinary intellectual, scientific, artistic achicve- weil, but it seems Blech
ment? Onc may eucss that sore people will always choose lo stay androgynous coupizs w
single and/or childless. Others will” find supportive spouses of as miserable with more
communes or other families. Many will simply postpone achicvement also bea children who
for a year or several years. In any case, the achievements will come to Jess. But on balance on
both men and women. in child core on ox

What of total social productivity? Is it true that one must be children and adulls.
young to innovate? Would the total number of innovations drop? someone who wants to
There is some reason fo believe that extreordinary scientific be fice to explore thar
achievements now occur within several years of faking on new
intellectual problems: these are not necessarily’ limited to young people
(Tobias, 1975). (in carlicr times, with short life expectancies and SORA AO
little accumulated knowledge and no information retrieval, genius SS LR

may have been associated with youth.) In modern times, genius often Present-day androgys
requires extensive teamwork, many building-block experiments, and paid woik and Cris
then a new look. It is not at all clear that having men and women in therefore recommend ¢
part-time work for several years would jeopardize creative break- gasier for parents io
throuchs over a lifetime: indeed, many very innovative people have home and paid work.
waxed and waned in creativity several times throughout a lifetime. The frst and most b
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4 began to spend thelr time in What probably 5 wry Lnportant, from {he point of view fF social
productivity, is thal pntelieriual, artistic, aid sorinl menial {ind

differentiation seem already options io Aower. 1 we Imngine, for example. that scientific. vitistic,
ereal strength mizht remain and caring poteniisis are randomly distributed among mains: and
&gt; however, seem unlikely to females, then we cand nearly double the meidonce of sohentifie,
men and women. If there are artistic, and hina achievements BY opening all pecupitinons to both
aportance to work aggivssive. SEXES. sforeover, while some Kinds of achievements seem 10 require a
ot know to what extent, if at lifelong, even celivaie concentration, other kinds of work seem 10
: offered boys and giils equal = require some relief from concentration. Thus children keep some
eness. One may guess from people sme for tho laboratory or factory, and the factory or

-ormously important and may laboratory keeps then sane {or the children.
i , | Finally, from the point of view of social productivity, we may
Le ; Sieg {hey | Giscoyey thal androgyny provides us with a more carnmg world.”
Fass f sex-based wage © Supposs that mot ween, socialized to purturande and coop
irectly for children and others ation, set lo influential jobs? And suppose {hat we colso socialize
a less important than lifctime our young males 10 expect lo cave for children and others? Might we

i be Soe Jess driven to SCO a reordering of values for govegaance and management?
LR other hand, knowing they This article makes no pretense to the notion hat sox-role

miciit work harder to be differentiation Causes 21 evil and that androgyny will iron out all
adely. pain. JI sexizm Locins to disappear, perhaps we will become cating
centration and perseverance enough fo eliminaic racisra and other forms of human violence as
4, scientific, arfistic achicve- well, but it scems likely thot we wili move only slowly at best. Some
ole will always choose to siay androgynous couples will divorce, and some men ond women will be
find supportive spouses of as miserable with more options as they weit with fewer. There may

"SMA postpone achievement also be children who would {flourish more if they saw their parents
he achievements will come to * Jess. But on balance one may believe (hat frecing all humans to share

in child care on 2 part-time basis may bring more happiness to
Is it frue that onc musi be children and adults, Children will have a sreater chance (0 be with

an of innovations drop? someone who wants to be with them; both children and adulis will
hat extraordinary scientific be free to explore {heir coring and inventive selves.
al years of faking on new

a- CAPA Sg . a Ag Loe : Ly

fantion retrieval Gi SOCIAL POLICIES IN SUPPORT O° ANDROGYNY
nmaedern times, anna ofien Present-day androgynous ~ounles often find if difficult to combine
ading-block crete. arid ea i Si MEL bY is : i . &gt; 4 :oo S Crunents, an paid work and family Ufc In on eile menner. One would

ne wi i therefore recommend changes in social pujicias yin Wonld make it
very Sr casier for parents to share the responsibilities and advantages of

drs frien $ a pie have home and paid work.oughoul a lifetime. The first and most basic local and social change should clearly be
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the Equal Rizhts Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. No other system means that al |
single change would te more likely to porntit protection of males as period of time within
aurturant parents os well as protection of women in public life. job opening, includ:

With respect to the organization of paid work in our society, many part-time, shared-zpp
changes are needed. First there should be a reconsideration of what is Such posting systems
meant by “full-time work.” Ata time of structural as well as cyclical development and peed
unemployment, it seems reasonable to ask whether full-time work tax incentives,
should be redefined as 30 to 35 hours per week. This alone would In times of cconom
permit young parents more time to share child care as well as institute work struct
spreading the work of the nation among more different people. high turnover, work

Part-time work {part-day, port-weck, of part-year work) nceds employers are conside
systematic support for bot sexes. Discrimination against part-time plans as ways {0 rails
workers, in terms of promotion and benafits, should be forbidden. parf-year jobs in pari
Benefits should be prorated, including pensions. In general, we during work lulls; wel
should fake those steps that support “bumpy” career ladders, so that of retrenchment wile
parents may work longer and shorter work weeks, depending on the Parental leave need
stage in heir Ble cycics, Mandated seniority and promotional should consider the p
patierns—in union contracts and tenure ladders, for instance--should parents have a right
fake account of periods of part-time. work. At least 10% of {they can divide tic t
government jobs should be set aside for part-time workers. the Swedish system of

Employers have not traditionally been enthusiastic about the extra minimum, malernity
expense of extra sets of paper work involved in hiring properlion- disability (with the ne
alely more (part-timz) workers. However, I believe we need extensive improvement should
research to see whether productivity per hour may not be higher for maternity leave ends)
part-time workers. It may be that in many jobs part-tiine workers use some days of p
(more than) repay the extra expense involved in having proportion- children under 12.
ately more people. Further changes s

We need many more flexible-time jobs. Some employers can adopt ance laws so that ch
the system whereby all employees muy choose (sometimes for sct tative apprenticesiips
periods of time) (o come in between 7 a.m. and 10 am. and to leave 16 from many won
between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. Others may wish to desiznate only certain unnecessarily apurt. A
jobs for flexible times of a standard type or for individually desizned people over 65 can ke
times. grandparents are avail

Some jobs can ba desionated for people who need flexible, The definition of ©
short-term leaves of absence. For instance we need more Sunder and child care by full
ime” jobs, whereby employees can a2iee 0 accept 2, 4%, or 6% ad defined as wor
less salary, on a prorated basis, in retum for 5, 10, or 15 days leave Social Security, wii
of absence on a planned, approved, and voluntary basis. Security wore vested

One important structure to support part-time and flexible-hour workers, it would be
jobs is a well-run posting system within organizations. A posting full-time homamatin
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S. Constitution. No other systent means that &lt;1 job openings are widely cdvertisod “ora cerlnin
mit protection of males ug period of time within a given-creanization. Supervisor escribe the
women in public life. job opening, ncludice ‘a description of whether a job can be
vork i our society, many part-time, shared-uppointment, flexible-hours, of undor-time job.

: reconsideration of what js Such posting systamns also serve the purpose of supporiing carcer
tractural as well as cyclical development and perhaps should be mandated by law or fostered by
&amp; whether full-time work tax incentives.
ar week. This alone would In times of economic prosperity, employers have been reluctant {o

sare child care as well gs institiite work structures supportive of family life. However, with
ore different people. high turnover, worker discontent, and budget crunches, many
Sr part-year work) needs employers are considering shortened work weeks and flexible hiring
winalion against part-time plans as ways to raise productivity and cut costs. Under-time and
fits, should be forbidden. part-year jobs in particular offer a chance to plan leaves of absence
Pf Nuns. In general, we during work lulls; well-run posting systems help to alleviate the pain
yo career ladders, so that of retrenchment while helping to protect long-term employees.
weeks, depending on the Parental leave necds further change in most American firms. We
on amd promotional should consider the parental insurance systems of Sweden, whereby
ders, for instance—should parents have a right to paid lgave up to seven months after a birth
“ork, Al least 10% of {they can divide the timebetween them). We should further consider
me workers. the Swedish system of parental sick leave for children’s illnesses. At a
Ausiastic about the extra minimum, malemity ave should ‘be ireated as a iemporary
ie In hiring proportion disability (with the possibility of extended disability). This minimum
lieve we need extensive improvement should also include unpaid leave for either parent (after
Hr may not be higher for maternity leave ends), up to six months postparium, and the right fo
Jobs part-time workers use some days of personal sick leave for children’s ilinesses, for

din having proportion- children under 12.
Further changes should include reform of child-labor and insur-

ne employers can adopt ance laws so that children can work (paid or unpaid) in noncxploi-
ose (sometimes for sof {alive apprenticeships. Our present segregation of children under age
nd 10 a.m. and to leave 16 from many workplaces has the cffect of keeping age groups
J designate only certain unnecessarily apart. We also need changes in Social Security so that
individually designed people over 65 can legally continue {o work and carn, so that more
Py grandparents are available to more children.
: Wilo need flexible, The definition of work itself needs change. If unpaid homemaking
¢ heed more “under and child care by full-time homemakers were reckoned into the GNP
Seeopt 2%, 4%, or 65% and defined as “work,” we might pave the way for redefinitions of
2 16,07 15 days leave Social Sccurity, welfare, pensions, and other benefits. MH Social
Sn Ate ns Security were Wises individually in all responsivle (paid and hnpaid)
Tnlrationg, 4 on workers, it weuld be casicr for both men and woren to consider5.Apositingfull-timehomemaking,withoutallthepresentriskstodisplaced
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(abandoned, divorced, and widowed) homemakers. If chitd rearing androgynous puiici
were seen as socially constructive work, Ald to Faoilics ot the lives of men. Va
Dependent Children would Laconte payment for child cece, with androgyny, We =
attendant benefits and pensicas, akin to military service, military for men and women
benefits, and military retirement. Moreover if full-time homemakers we may sce yel md
were scen as responsible weiliers, socially as worthwhile as military of children kit mo
employees, we would Lave a sirongar theoretical reason for a 1 believe that ma
universal health plan for all Araericans. take care of childd

Changes in the tax laws could also help family programs. Further would like to be
{ax write-offs for employers for family support structures {like the they want 4 paid
child-care center wiite-offs) are badly needed. Work- and training- Androgyiy offers
related child-care expenses should be business expenses for income the 1980s.
fax purposes and should also be allowed where payments ate made to
(nonspousc) relutives, Works and trainingralated child-care allow-
ances should be zutomatic for families caring incomes below the
poverly level, continuing on a reduced basis to a level up fo 1.5 times 1. Unless otherwise
the povertylevel. Care Consumar 1v2y &amp;

Finally, we plainly need changes in mariinee and divorce laws. In 2. In secent yaues
further support of displiced homemakers of either sex, we should humans, IoSE
consider government support for (ro)iraining parents who have been RL a
full-time at home for, say, 10 or more years. And all the myriad laws stercoty pind.
surrounding custody, alimony, visitation, and child support should 37 hiorid
be chanced toward equity between men &amp; nd women. Be gi

How could we support further attitudinal chance toward an- by Osicinatly onli
drogyny? First, we need much more national information and 4 jieiu
debate. Many ardent feminists of both sexes understand women In lay tes
engineering without anderstonding men in nursing and child care. coast find some M2
Yet it is obvious that women will never be equal in formerly male therefore have a stood
occupations without a mirior image change accuiring for men. if this i rR
were nol to occur--if men were not to have equal opportunity in prastesful actividy Gn
formerly female occupations.-women would wind up doing three- and 1ecogainble BF
fourths of the nation’s work. This fact and its attendant implications ai AE
for socialization patterns and educational curricula need the widest a par
possible discussion. absonteeien and HE

Fortunately, we may presume that androeyny itself may fosler plies by a
androgy ny. Barly generations of chitdien raised by both men and haa
women, who sce caring men and self-reliant women, have androgy- 6. Orc notes v
nous role models to emulate, Today's puients, knowing that a Tess ewoprutie
daughter has one chance in two of becoming a chief wagze-carner for spe i
al lcast part of her life, are beasinning to support caughters mn ce

te pe Hho AE Rae ery pA A ER pr Sp Ep RA or sige TRIAS appar cw srg ANY
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takers. If chi ra sas = i .La of hid reanng androgynous pattems. This dn turn. has inevitable consaqltn.NS for
“a IC Cy Tn line v 5 &gt; : wil . x A J

en : Families of the lives of men, Poriupn ii we succecd in social policies Hh! ...pport
at for child care, wit} teameny, we with rasp the) ivi0] a nf terested moti
oily : y Whi androgy ny, We Wi Penn ak benoiis mn ferns of mcreasey 3101Sdiary saraviee Yr) “Tie els . . in

vr wa hy mus.ary for men end women and chron. If we lap In supporting an.ioryny,
ad tell-time homemalers : A : ;

iat iy Jomo maiees we Woy Sec yoi more anguich. in fering of personal bewilderment and
= WOrMih ‘ 3324 ee . i

a iy ] ile ne milton of children leit more and more alone.
acorelica rea .ason for a I believe that many men are tired of being asked why they want to

sale i fake care of children, of themsatves, and of others. Many women
hills rOrYams. yt] iy - : .Stl atone : ig would like to be asked. Many women are tired of being asked why
ad ho nLires {ice . Eg ; \ Saa % ike the they want a paid career. Many men would like to be asked.
2d. Work- and (raining- . : ! . :

5% OXTONSAS among Androgyny offers some new options for child care and child carers an
=38 expenses for income the 1930s |

2 payments are made lo -

ao Isl ~dated child-care allow
TI AVOCA IA SOhg incomes below the NOTES

5 a level up fo 1.5 times |1. Unless otherwise indicated, the data ip this sccijon are from the Unco National Day

~¢ and divor ] Care Consunier Suinvey (1975). 4— ~ 3) 3 * . = . .2

&gt; obi ce laws. In 2. In 1ccent years there five bean a number of heuschold tiie pudpet studics, which,
% Ar Cor . 2 * :- CHC SCX, we should however, have varied greatly in pmeihods and population sample. At least oe carly study

parents who have been attempted io maswic the division of labor between hushand and wife without including
And all the myriad : child care, en omission which seems extroordinary in its Mumination of postwar sex-TOl

$ oll ie myriad laws stereotypingJ Ching TA! oe 2m , os Aig iuld support should 3 The “biclogical differences hypotheses for origins of sax roles have generally been
een. based on severa) ileast :

wi change toward an- (@) Son toad i i protected meats i pregnancy and whilé nursing.
onal for ) (b) Originally only woren could feed infanis.miormation and (¢) Men are on the oveinge 3 Little more aggressive and sirongss.
-undersiand women in (3) Men -peccive (hemselves as unzble to weroate” end “purture” in the same ways as
arsing and SWE care women and feel themselves “isolated” from the cosmic chain of cencrations. They therefore
oual in forr ae. must find some alternative ways of feeling that their lives have cosmic meaning and

Wy onmcer ly male therefore have 2 SHTOnger uiEe to build monuments and/or destroy and kill, in order to feel

wring for men. If this important.equal opportunity in (c) Because men have external genitalia which chanae shape in one kind of creative i
wind up dGi ’ masterful activity (intercourse), 120 have a particular need ror heir creations tir be yishie
attend ons three- and recoznizable and for ticir work processss 10 provide the possibility for promotion,
ily want paplications advancement, status, and dominance.2cula need the widest 4. Absenteeism and hizh turnover of women used to be considered possible reasons for

systematically paying women less. Most labor economists ROW RICE, however, that

ny self absenteeism and turnover figures age very much more stionuly affected by occupation and

ay seit may foster yank than by sex.~d by both men and 5. 1 Lelieve thisto be a leading reason why the hizh cost of excellent, formal day-care

owen, have and romy- comes 2s such a shock 10 some poeple.HS, knowin x 6. Onc notes with interest that Matinn Horner of Radetilfe is finding men significantly
CEONY « An 1 “ ilies . v : oi

ehief w rg (hat a less ‘cooperating than women In an OnEomy research study. Traditional sex roles,
Wigd-carner for especially with respect to child care, may have made many men less puriuzant and

ANNOY .port daueh (ers in cooperative than wom.
LZ i 4
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